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Soldier On Furlough Attempts Suicide
Man,23,Slated For
Transfer To Viet Nam

S
.
'

A 23-year-old soldier, home he had been stationed at Ft.
on leave before going to Viet Henning, Ga. The couple lived
Nam, was in John Gaston Hos- in Columbus. Ga.
pital on Tuesday in critical Relatives of the victim concondition after shooting himself tended that he shot himself acin the chest on Monday night cidentally when he took the
rifle out on the lawn and was
with a 30-30 Winchester rifle.
The victim is PFC William wounded when he tripped and
Howard Scruggs, son of Mr. the gun fired.
early
Tuesday
Contacted
and
Mrs. William !toward
morning at her mother's home
Scruggs, Sr. of 1342 Quinn.
where
Lauderdale,
365-11
at
According to Inspector E. C
Swann, head of the homicide they were staying during the
division of the Memphis Police soldier's furlough, Mrs. Scruggs
Department, Scruggs got into refused to give any details
an argument with his wife about the shooting and said, "I
about his profession of love to don't have time to talk. I have
got to go and see about my
her.
Ile reportedly told his wife husband."
Relatives said young Scruggs
"You don't believe I love you
do you?"' And when she was scheduled to leave Meminfor Viet Natn on June 26.
phis
he
went
answered, "No,"
He has been in the army for
side the house, got the rifle
went back on the lawn in front about a year and a half, and
of his parents' home, and shot was a student at Hamilton High
School before enlisting.
himself in the chest.
The soldier bought the highThe soldier and his wife, Mrs
Annie Laura Scruggs, return- powered rifle before he joined
ed to Memphis last week after the army.
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Husband Killed In
Fall From Wife's Car
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Funeral arrangements were
A 58-year-old former dairy
worker was fatally injured last incomplete at press time.
Saturday when he attempted
to stop his wife's car as she
drove down McLemore near
Mississippi blvd.
Jesse Hall died early Sunday
morning in John Gaston hospital where he was carried after
his head struck the pavement
after he fell down after trying
to stop the vehicle.
Atty, Ben I. Hooks, first NePolice arrested Mrs. Artie gro in the state of Tennessee
Mae Hall of 1958 Frisco, the to be appointed to a Criminal
victim's wife of 20 years, and Court judgeship, will be honor.,
charged her with leaving the ed on Sunday afternoon, June 27,
unaware that the Gemini-4 trip had inspired a new dance, "the Space
scene of an accident.
at an Appreciation Day cereWalk," which has taken the country's teens way out in orbit. Photo
The charges were later drop- mony to be held at Metropolitan
ped. Police explained that Mrs. Baptist church, starting at 4.
was made over the Gulf Of Mexico. (UPI Telephoto)
Hall was afraid of Hall because Atty. lloo's was appointed to
of his drinking, causing her to the post by Governor Frank
drive the car away from him. Clement, and will go on the
Mr. Hall and his wife had bench when Division IV opens
been separated for about two on September 1.
Mr. Hooks is pastor of Greatmonths.
Witnesses told police that af- er Middle Baptist church and
ter Mrs. Hall started backing an officer of the Mutual Fed.
the car out of a parking lot of eral Savings and Loan associa barbecue shop, the vic- ation at 588 Vance ave.
tim started yelling for her to The public is invited to at.
stop and ran across to where tend the program for the former
Comedian Dick Gregory and were protesting the retention of pher; Ronald Woodward, 21, she was and appeared to try member of Public Defender's
Superinas
Willis
C.
Al Raby, convener, Coordinat- Benjamin
office.
7704 Ridgeland, Wilson Junior to reach in and get the keys.
ing Council of Committee Or- tendent of the city's public College student; John Hanna, Mrs. Hall did not stop, and He was a candidate for Juvsystem.
school
enile Court Judge and for trafganizations were among those
22, 1316 Madison Parkway Ave., her husband was dragged for fic court judge in 1963. when he
arrested for participating in an The arrests were made while
fell
he
before
distance
short
a
SNCC and Frank Ditto, 30,
all-night sit-in vigil in front of a group of 12 kneeled and
from the car, his head striking ran a close second to judge
Ray Churchill.
prayed on the sidewalk at La who refused to give his occu- the pavement.
City Hall.
address.
pation or
The demonstrators said they Salle and Wacker. They were
Mr. Hall was recently laid off William C. Weathers is chaircharged with loitering and re- Gregory and Hanna refused from his job. He and his wife man of the program.
to give bail and remained in had been married for 20 years,
sisting arrest.
Also arrested were Dr. Elinor jail all night. Others posted and she had one child by a preMiller, 27, 2800 S. Ellis, physi- bond and were released pend- vious marriage.
cian at Michael Reese Hospi- ing court appearances June 18. The death was listed as a
tal; Mrs. Evelyn Geter, 34, Gregory and Hanna will appear traffic fatality in Sunday night,
but an autopsy was ordered.
8435 Prairie, legal stenogra- in Women's court.

Doing The Spaceman's 'Bounce'
Promenading through space during the third orbit of the Gemini-4
flight, Astronaut Edward H. White used automatic propulsion to enable him to move around in space. At the time, spaceman White was

Retired Sailor
Stabbed On Bus

All-Night Vigil Ends In
Gregory, Raby Arrests

A Metnpluan, who retired The vict.e, asked Bradford
from the U. S: Navy recently for the time and after he gave
following 20 years active ser- it to him, Hughes told him that
vice, was stabbed to death Tues- he did not like the we., he ansday, June 1. alter he reported- wered.
continued
ly started an argument with a- When the argument
on a Walker Bradford told Hughes he was
er
DICK GREGORY
sorry if he did not like the way
mes OU3.
moveo
then
and
tepiled,
he
that
The viLtan was John Allen
midway the bus ard
Hughes, 44, of 51.13 jonette. Ar- up to,abont
another seat.
rested later and charged with took
STARRED FOUR TIMES
first devee murder wa3 Sylwed hint, accordvester Bradford, 23, of 454 Hughes foll,
ing to oa.t o the other threei
George Sr.
who was on the bus,
Capt. W_ L. Maley, of the passengers
and placed his hand on BradShelby County Division, seid
ford's shoitkier
the two men did not know each
Hughes
stabbed
Bradford
other, and that when Bradford
WASHINGTON,(UPI) — The
tin,es in the chest, and :hen
boarded the bus, Hughes was four
House Judiciary Committee apstumbled
victim
will
fled while the
With only a few desks, chairs
seated on the back seat.
proved legislation that would
up to the frent of the bus, fell and typewriters, the Civil Rights mendous amount of travel, and
make it a federal crime to kill
across the seat and died while Commission opened its first of- it will serve the nine states of
the President, Vice President or
.he bus wits ou Se Nance td.
fice in Memphis last week with Alabama, Arkansas, Kentucky,
other top government officials.
After he ran to a nearby JacqUes Wilmore as director. Louisiana, Mississippi, MissouThe bill, a prime recommendahome, Bradford called the The office is located in Room ri, Oklahoma, Tennessee and
tion of the Warren Commission
Sheriff's office and an ambu- 30 on the first floor of the Fed- Texas.
report on the assassination of
lance.
eral building, and one secre- Mr. Wilmore said, "The MemPresident John F. Kennedy, also
None of the passengers knew tary has been loaned to Memwas
which
on
January,
dollars
them
early
when
and
on
went
captured. would
phis office—the first field office Four young men who
cover kidnapping or asthe identity or the slayer, tut phis from the Washington ofrob$2,600
the
with
On
climaxed
Monday,
with
December
relatives
serve
last
of the commission—will
a hold-up spree
officials.
t woman ex.° overheatd
person can be as a clearinghouse for infor
bery of the manager of the Cas- seated in the courtroom, the sault on top federal
local
a
until
fice
alford call serneon., and tell them hired.
talia Heights apartments, plead- men pleaded guilty to the Penalties would be those
legislarights
civil
on
mation
ready established in law, ranghe had "hurt a man real bad,"
in
charges
various
to
charges
and
guilty
ed
long
terms
received
equal
of
denial
the
on
and
tion
Peace
former
a
told officers where the slayer Mr. Wilmore,
ing from death for murder to
Criminal Court on Monday and in prison.
Corps official who served three protection of the laws.
could be found.
received terms ranging from White, who pleaded guilty to prison terms and fines for asMiss Erma Lee Laws will
Nigeria, West Africa, "Mr. Spence and I expect to
in
years
FATHER OF FOUR
10 to 35 years.
five counts of armed robbery sault.
serve as society editor of the
said his office was already re- call soon on state and local ofwould cover
Tri-State Defender during the Following his arrest, Bradford ceiving calls from businessmen fiCials, particularly those in
Pleading guilty to the charges and one charge of assault with The legislation
and Vice
admitted stabbing Hughes, who about what requirements should
summer.
before Judge Preston Battle a deadly weapon, received 35 both the President
pubeducation,
Ilardy
of
of
team
charge
public
barbering
The
was married and the father of be met under certain sections
George White, 25, of 3047 years for robbery and three President, persons who have
were
services,
away
welfare
moved
and
health
lic
has
Ratliff
Emogene
and
Mrs.
replace
She
four children.
been elected to those offices but
state employment offices, ag- from the downtown area after Horn Lake rd., Edwin Carvin, years for the latter offense,
Wilson, who will spend the sum- Bradford has been charged of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
of 259 Ingle; Willie Lee both to be served at the same not yet taken their oaths, and
mer in Mexico as a teacher of with first degree murder, and After a couple days in Mem- ricultural extension work and operating a shop at 164 S. 29,
any other federal official who
Moore, 23, of 1131 Patton, and time.
Fourth St. for 24 years.
English to Spanish-speaking a- his bond set at $2,500 by Crimi- phis, Mr. Wilmore was sched- public housing."
Coleman, 25, of 1778 Carvin, whose nickname was is "next in order of succession
dults during the morning and as nal Court Judge Arthur Faquin. uled to go to Alabama to con- Mr. Wilmore said that state C. B. Hardy and Roosevelt Leoatra
Keltner Circle, Apt 11.
"Eightball" was charged in to the office of President of the
a student of Spanish during the He is being represented by Atty. fer with organizations in that and local private organizations, Ratliff are now doing business
United States."
state.
such as Chambers of Commerce at 546 E. Trigg Avenue, where The four had used ski-type five of the robberies, was senafternoon.
H. H. McKnight.
It also would give the at.
and labor unions with an inter- more parking space is available. masks during six hold-ups in tenced to 25 years in the state
SERVE NINE STATES
Mrs. Wilson, widow of the late The court records show that
torney general authority to
The shop is completely air the city and country, and the penitentiary.
L. Alex Wilson, former editor Bradford was arrested after The deputy director of the of- est in implementation of the
reward of up to 5100,000
and in a modern cases were solved following
Moore, who participated in offer
of the Tri-State Defender, is a some stolen dynamite was found fice, John Spence, a former equal employment section of conditioned
White two holdups, was given a 15 for information leading to the
teacher of Spanish at Hamil- in his home. He was subsequent- staff writer with the Memphis the Civil Rights Act (Title VII) building. Parking space is also the arrests of Carvin and
George year sentence, while Coleman, arrest of persons who harm or
ly fined and sentenced to 30 Press-Scimitar, was in Missis- which becomes effective on July available in the rear of the shop, by Sheriff's Deputies
ton High school.
try to harm the President and
Hughes.
William
and
shop
Whitney
conbeauty
which
a
has
ofMemphis
the
on
ofcall
can
2,
the
for
mission
a
on
Pesippi
Going with her to Mexico days at the Shelby County
Vice President,
thousand
a
nearly
had
two
it.
See
The
with
BANDIT,
Page
nected
information.
for
fice
fice.
nal Farm.
will be her daughter, Karen.

Now It's A
Civil Rights Office
Crime To Kill
A President
Is Open For Business
„urea Bandit Quartet Given

The Job

Miss Erma Laws
To Write Society
stilews For Summer

tre-

Long Term In Prison
Barbers Move To
A New Location

.Piay T.V. Bingo At Your Big Star Food Stores
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the night.
One of the two robbers who
entered the office at 1999 CasContinued From Page 1
who served as a lookout during talia st., who was later identithe Castalia Heights robbery of fied by Mr. Banks as Carvin,
George Banks, pleaded guilty threatened to blow his head off
to "simple robbery" and was unless he opened the safe.
OTHER HOLDUPS
ordered to serve "not less than
five years, nor more than 10 After taping Mr. Banks hands
and feet, the men fled out of
years" in prison.
Coleman had worked with Mr. the rear of the building.
Banks for a short while, and Other robberies took place*
lived in one of the apartments two Handy Pantry stoles at MIF
posite ends of the county, and
in the area.
The Castalia Heights robbery at liquors stores.
was staged on Jan. 2, 1965, on The capure of the four men
a Saturday evening, following was through the combined efrent payments by a large num- forts of the Memphis Robbery
ber of residents in the area, Squad, led by Insp. N. E. Zachand a few minutes before Mr. ary, and Capt. E L. Hutchins
Banks would have closed up for of the Sheriff's Department.

Bandit

Mentally Unfit For
Trial, Says Doctor
Following the testimony of a which placed him in the lower
psychiatrist last Monday morn- one per cent of the population,
ing, a 45-year-old man arrested and a psychosis which is made
last January when he attempted worse by drinking.
to hold up the Waldran phar- Dr. Tyler said that Tolliver's
macy, was committed to the test showed that he did not know
hospital for the criminally in- right from wrong, and not in a
sane in Nashville.
position to stand trial.
Thomas Leroy Tolliver was Tolliver was represented by
the
Public Defender's office.
stand
found not sane enough to
trial when he appeared before
Criminal Court Judge Perry Sellers in Division I and both the
defense and the prosecution agreed that he was not competent to stand trial.
Mr. Tolliver attempted to rob
VISITS MEMPHIS —Gregg
and
Hamm, a sales representative he pharmacy last January,
he owner called police when
for Bacardi Rum, was in Mem- e saw him coming into the
— PoNEW YORK —
recently as a guest of Ro- establishment with a white hand..phis
lice Lt. Thomas R. Gilligan,
bert Wright, owner of the Al- kerchief over his face.
whose fatal shooting of a 15- truist Liquor store at Boston The delivery boy, Willie Hill, year-old Negro boy helped touch
Tolliver.
capture
of
in
the
aided
Line
Belt
and Southern in the
off last summer's bloody HarDr. Stanley Tyler, a psychia- lem riots, aided a Negro man
community. Mr. Hamm, a natrist on the staff of Tennessee felled by an epileptic seizure.
tive of Florida, is based in Mia- Psychiatric hospital, told the
Police officials said Gilligan,
mi, where he lives with his wife jury that the defendant had in civilian clothes, was driving
and three children and says he three "primary problems."
an assignment when he spotto
He said these included irreenjoys his work. Bacardi Rum pairable damage to his brain, ted a crowd gathered about a
is distributed in Memphis by which will become progressive- man lying on the sidcwalk.
(Anion stopped and pushed
ly worse; mental retardation
Shelby Liquors.
through the crowd and found
Allen Hopwood, 36, choking
a seizure, police said.
I NOW PLAYING! I from
Two of the McDivitt children, 6Some bystanders had tried to
help
the
man
without
success.
year-old Ann and 4-year-old Patrick
Held Over 2nd Week
Authorities said Gilligan gave
happily announce t h e return of
the victim the proper first aid
their father, astronaut James A.
and summoned an ambulance
THE most

Accused Cop
Helps Negro
Epileptic

We can wrap it
up in six words,
"Seagram's 7 is
The Sure One".

McDivitt from tour into space but
receive little response from the
family dog. (UPI Telephoto)

AT LAST!

CONTROVERSIAL SHOCK STORY OF OUR TIME...
FINALLY REACHES THE SCREEN!

New Subscription Order
Kindly send me the .Tri-State
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50:

Klati-O-Gram
ATLANTA — Calvin Craig, Grand Dragon of the Georgia
Ku Klux Klan, in a telegram to President Johnson requesting
federal troops to "protect" a klan parade in Atlanta:
"You spent 6492,948 for the armed guards march 20-29 on
the Selma-to-Montgomery sex orgy, Communist-led civil rights
march. I hereby request 500 white Christian military men to
participate in our March Sunday, June 6, Peachtree and Baker
Streets 2:30 P.M. Atlanta. Stand up for God and America. A
denial of this request will be proof that you deny equal rights
SLAW
and treatment."
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SPECIAL
SUMMER DISCOUNT

FREE FLORIDA
VACATION

Slot.

CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONERS

Viceroy's got the filter for
the taste that's right!

2 H.P. To Cool 1200 Sq. FT. Florn•
$449 installed
2/
1
2 H.P. To Cool 1500 Sq. FT. Honig,
$549 Installed
3 H.P. To Cool 1800 Sq. FT. Horn•
$649 Installed
4 H.P. To Cool 2100 Sq. FT. Horne
$749 installed

FREE Estimates Phone 948-0904 Days
872-4382 Nights Ask For J.M. WISELY

MAY DAY MFG. CO.

or Summer
NEW AND

Good Until Dec. 1966, Winter

WITH EVERY
SELECT USED CAR PURCHASE
6 DAYS

PLUS 1 DAY
sag 1 sight at

and 5 nights at the city
it your choice. Pick frem
these cities:
• PA. Peter, •'ahem
burg Heath • Ft. IA •
• Clearwater
derdals
Reach
Heath
• Carom
• NAO.. an
Beach
the Gal(
o DaYlanik
•
mi
Beach
Bench

Noutilus•Congress
Inn

50
95
'4

DM,
Delivers

Cope Coral, Florida

•

(includes Florida
sacafiee
IfOr11101 dews

This Security
Rambler Economy
Champ can b.
yours for only (in.
cluding vacation)

1731

USED CAR
CLEARANCE
'60 Plymouth
5195
A'r cond. Auto. Lik• mu
5495
'Si Dodge
Air, auto , radio &
S795
61 Rambler
4-dr. Omrhaulad. Auto.
34 Rambler
$1495
2-dr. Nmix car uarranty.
'St Chevrolet -----$645
w•gon. Auto.
'60 Olds
S995
Woo°, Ai,

See Leo King
For Your
Stacy Adams Shoes

'63 Rambler
id'. Air, tali.
44 Rambler
Air. Automatic:'
61 Ford
4.dr. Straight shift.
'St Cadillac
4ir. Auto, R5)4.

'41 Ford
nve
Cortible.

$795

Chevrolot
$995
'62 Corsair
$991
Like now.
'41 Falcon
S495
2-dr, Vary mac
'62 Rambler
S1195
S1195 4.dr. R&H. Auto.
'NO
T•lird
11095
SI995 Air. R4die and Meter.
$1395
$695 '41 Olds
Air. RIM. Autorneic.

e.$115 '61 Reich
Adoor. Extra Cl,.,.

899$

'HI Rambler

You'll

wear Stsey-Adams Shoes ioe

yen—knowing they're the finest you can buy. Fine

CORPoftAll•

404,106. 144 .4644

g/....ama4m aw•.9aaafivA

lvancl-craftsmanship ... rich styling ... luxurious
leathers ... assure you instant and everlasting
comfort — plus smart good looks that'll carry you
through many seasons.

-

$345 '57 Pontiac
$245
13 Ford
$245
32 Chevrolet
MORE
MORE
MORE

Rambler
'60 Faker,
Naiads amino weal,
'Si Rambler
W•pon.

•
mama•...waren.romarm

$295 '54 Plymouth —5195

4.dr

t3095

Viceroy is specifically designed to taste
the way you'd like a filter cigarette to
taste. Not too strong ... not too light ...
Viceroy's got the taste that's right!

•

NO CASH NEEDED
'
S,

BEASLEY JONES•RAGLAND
99 South Main

CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

r,4

'40 Cadillac
5149$
Air. Automatic. N&H.,
"

UNDER $350
CLEARANCE
BLACK I r
flOWN

•

NEW RAMBLERS

1046 Florida Street

THE FINEST SHOES
THAT CAN BE MADE

colorful

5195
$165
$95

15 Guaranteed Station Wagons

SECURITY
RAMBLER
.95 UNION

NEW CAR

JA 1.6393

OS UNION

USED CAR

JA 1.6317
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Douglass Salutatorian
Gets Emory Scholarship(

Mother Douglas
Dedication Held For
Day Care Center Annex Celebrates Her
100th Birthday

Henry Ambrose, Jr., saluta- gro of this area to be offered
A new annex containing two the staff greeted the guests as
rooms was dedicated Sunday, they arrived. Staff members
torian of this year's graduating an academic scholarship of this
May 30, at Jessie Mahan Day included Mrs. H. H. Jones and The children of Mother Nanclass at Douglass High school magnitude to any deep South
Care Center. The rooms were Mrs. A. J. Dancy, and also cy Douglas honored their mothhas been awarded an academic University.
WilMrs.
Kyles,
Juliece
Mrs.
named for Elvis Presley, whose
er recently on her 100th birthscholarship to Emory universi- He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
_generous donations to the een- lie Pettibone and Mrs. Melba day, and a number of friends
ty in Atlanta, worth $8,600.00. Henry Ambrose, Sr., of 2171 N.
the
board
Members
of
Holmes.
possible.
tir made the annex
and well-wishers were present
Hubert Circle, and plans to MaMrs. Ralph Levy, Jr., mis- present were Mrs. Grace Wil- to help her celebrate the occaEmory university is consi- jor in mathematics and science
B.
DunMrs.
W.
Dr.
and
Hams,
ceremonies,
introduced
tress of
sion.
dered one of the best private at the university.
the many dignitaries which in- ham, Mr. and Mrs. Olin At- Her children are Robert
universities in the United States,
Mrs.
Onzie
Horne,
Mrs.
Preskins,
Mr.
parents
of
cluded the
Douglas, Mrs. Perleane Owens,
was until recently dedicated to
Mrs.
White,
Mr.
and
T.
Richard
Vernon
PresMrs.
and
ley, Mr.
and Joe Douglas. She lives at
the education of the aristocratic
Don Delugach and family, 2.53 Guthrie St.
ley.
and academically talented white
Mrs. Onzie Horne, chairman Mose Walker, Mrs. Ralph Le- Mrs. Douglas is a. member
of the dedicatitib, presented the vy, Jr., and Mrs. W. R. Doni- of the Ebenezer Baptist church
youth of the South, offering derooms for service and Mr. Stan- gan.
grees in medicine, law, dentistat 114 Henry St., of which Rev.
ley Hungerford, president of Mrs. Grace Williams, chair- E. L. Slay is pastor.
ry:theology and up to the phd.
Shelby United Neighbors, dedi- man of refreshments, decoratdegree in all academic areas.
cated the rooms. A fitting cli- ed the table with a "Mary Pop- A former schoolmate from
Mrs. Roxie
Mr. Ambrose is the first Nemax to the dedication program pins" centerpiece, showing Crenshaw, Miss.,
a friend, Mrs.
was the closing vocal number Mary Poppins in a field of Rodgers, and
the
entire
Taylor,
spent
Pinkie
by Mr. Lee Cunningham, "Bless beautiful flowers.
Set Actor's Trial
Refreshments were donated day with Mrs. Douglas, who
This House".
.
INDIO, Calif., (UPD—ForAmong dignitaries present throngh the courtesy of Pet has been blind for the past two
were Commissioner Hunter Milk Company. The apprecia- years and is now ill.
mer actor Tom Neal faces trial
Lang,- Jr., former president of tion of the committee was ex- Other guests were Mrs. ElizAug. 23 In Riverside Superior
at LeMoyne College commencement. Eighty
LEMOYNE's HIGH HONOR GRAD — Miss
the Jessie Mahan Board, Father pressed to Mrs. Mildred Riley,
Mrs. Cora McDonJuanita Gardner receives her bachelor of
candidates received degrees and 30 other Court on charges he fatally
Theodore Weiser, who gave the company representative, who abeth Lee,
avocation; Mrs. Cornelia Crep- has contributed considerably ald, Mrs. Lizzie Carter, Mrs.
arts degree with high honor from Dean Liomembers of the class will complete their shot his third wife, Gail, 29,
MILhaw, manager of the Dixie towards the progress of the Charlene Canada, Mrs. Elnora' nel Arnold and "President Hollis F. Price
study during the summer sesion.
HENRY AMBROSE JR.
April 2.
Homes project Mrs. C. S. Peel- center.
Canada, Edward Canada, Mrs.
er, executive director of Day
Pearl Anderson, Mrs. Annie
and Rev. Calvin Mims pastor ior at Memphis State UniverCare Federation, Mrs. P. 0.
of the church.
sity and a member of the
Mae Bayas, Mrs. 011ie King,
Campbell and Mrs. W. C. JackThe public in invited to the church.
and the pastor, Rev. E. L.
son of Orange Mound Day
CASTALIA BAPTIST
observance.
Rev. H. C. Nabrit is pastor
Nursery, and Mrs. Nancy RobSlay.
Youth Day will be observed FIRST BAPTIST LAUDER- of the church.
inson of the Department of
at Castalia Baptist church on DALE
.. MACEDONIA BAPTIST ..
Public Welfare.
Sunday, June 13, and the speak- First Baptist Church Lauder- Because of the World Baptist
Also present were Ralph Le- Mrs. Ida Mae Hines, gave
er for the afternoon will be dale is presenting its young Alliance meeting, the Sunday
vy, Jr., A. .1. Haney, Mrs. Ben- her husband, Elder 0. T. Hines,
Miss Juanita Gardner of 1570 Baccalaureate sermon was Mrs. Vera Taylor, a member People's Day next Sunday, and School and Baptist Training Unjamin Hooks, Dr. and Mrs. L. a birthday party recently at
the speaker during the special ion will be held at Macedonia
Hamilton was graduated from given by the Rev. W. Sterling of the church.
A. Fitzgerald, Rev. J. C. Jack- their home at 1718 South BarksLeMoyne last week with high Cary, minister of Grace Con- Charles Brooks is chairman, program to start at 3:30 will Baptist church on Sunday.
son, Mrs. S. E. Hungerford and dale. On the beautifully decorhonqr. She was an English ma- gregational Church, New York James Sudberry co-chairman, be Miss Paulette Greene, a seta- June 13, at 3 p.m.
others.
ated table was a centerpiece
jor and posted a 2.72 overall City, and the commencement
Members of the Board of Di- of assorted fruit. The birthday
average during her four years address was delivered by the
rectors as well as members of cake was in the shape of a
at the college. Top score a stu- Rev. Harold G. S. King, senior
,Bible.
dent can earn at LeMoyne is minister of Wayzata CommuniSpecial guests at the party The Peace Corps Service Or- 3.00.
ty Church, Wayzata, Minn.
included Mr. and Mrs. Russell ganization of Memphis will pre- Graduating with distinction Graduates were inducted inHines, Mrs. Susie Waller, Mr. sent its first of a series of was Miss Erma Jean Ezell, a to the college's General Alumand Mrs. Lester Waller, Elder meetings on Wednesday night, history major, of 1318,Hyde ni Association by the national
and Mrs. Samuel Smith, Elder June 9 starting at 7:30 in the Park. Miss Ezell had an over- president, Lonnie F. Briscoe.
and Mrs. Luss, Elder and Mrs. ecture hall of the main branch
Candidates were presented
Here's an easy solution on how Jo ease As
Leflore, Elder Sherman Davis, of the Memphis Public Library all average of 2.15. Any student by Dean Lionel Arnold and degraduating
from
LeMoyne with grees were awarded by PresiElder and Mrs. Robert Clay, at Peabody and McLean.
"bite" on your income when it comes to payElder and Mrs. Barnett, and The program will consist of distinction is selected by facul- dent Hollis F. Price.
ing bills. Arrange for a low-cost, easy-to-payMiss Julia Scott.
a panel discussion on the Do- ty vote.
back consolidation loan. Visit our office anytime
minican Republic with profes- There were 114 in LeMoyne's
Si'. PAUL SPIRITUAL
sors from the history and poli- line of march. Eighty-four reduring
the week.
tical science departments of ceived degrees last Monday. Members of the St. Paul Spiritual
church
will
honor
their
Memphis State university par- The other 30 will complete
their pastor, Rev. Willie Thomas on
ticipating.
Easy
work during the summer sea; his first anniversary at the
Fast
• 152 MADISON
To
Information about the Peace sion:
church during a program to be
Servic•
Repay
Corps will be available. The
held next Sunday at 3 p.m.
Phone 525-7611
MORE TOP GRADS
Children's dress coats head- public is invited, along with
(Alcy Village Center)
The church is located at 1415
ed for the fell market feature prospective volunteers who are Other members of the gradu• 161 SOUTH MAIN
Kentucky, and the public is inCall Johnetta Thomas
panel pleats, low belt hacks, seeking to learn more about ating class with 2.00 or better vited to be present.
Phone 527-8581
welt and slot seaming.
the organization.
averages are Mrs. Dorothy M. Mrs. Bessie Williams is sponFabrics range from quilted
Bradley (education), 2.04; Miss sor of the program.
woolen and tweed to curly loop
bel.ccrn 300 —5 00 PM.
Yarnell Logan (erucation), 2.12;
blends and cotton suede.
Synchronize It
Mrs. Zella McDonald, (educaWASHINGTON (UPI )—The tion), 2.03; Miss Jim Ella AusSenate passed and sent to the tin (English), 2.37; Miss GeralPHONE Pi 8,91
dine Gray (English), 2.00; Mrs.
Homie legislation to require all
4PPOIN'rmEwT
Jessie H. Wright (English),
cOR
areas using daylight saving time 2.07, and Miss Mable Jefferies
to change their clocks on the (education, summer school),
same date.
2.04.
eiloy
sib-

Pastor Honored
On Birthday

Juanita Gardner Top Church
Grad In Class Of '65

Peace Corps To
Sponsor Talks At
Public Library

t

p.

Notes

CASH FAST!

BIG
BILLS?

Summer
Classes
Open

LIVELY
ARTS

academy
of dance
1578 Alcy

.,4)

Children's
Fashion Tip

FINANCE COMPANY

323-9308

5.7A mpEDE,
BEEF SALE
4 DAYS ONLY

•

ORGAN MUSIC
Make your special program more meaningful.

BEFORE

AFTER

Men's Wigs, Toupees and Fill Ins - Beards and Mustaches, Fitted In Privacy. •
FREE ESTIMATES AND CONSULTATIONS
Fittings by trained expert

Arrange for beautiful
Hammond Organ Music
Call 682-1653 - Mr. Pfund
HAMMOND. ORGAN STUDIOS
482 S. Perkins Ext.
Memphis, Tenn.

GERI HERSHMAN
By Appointment

CHARGE IT!
iv.

1129 SO. SERUM
948-7870

fien

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

All Hutchinscn
era fully
guaranteed fender and delicious
in writing, or your order, wiN Ise
cheerfully repl.tred. or your money
refunded on the amount retread
w.111.n 30 days.
Huf-halen Men+, •
.0.0:0PD:PD...0.0'....00.APD•02.-

00
PER MONTH
L FOR
U MONTHS

ONLY

,/

CHUCK HUTTON CO.
OFFERS THE FOLLOWING SPECIALS
ONLY $100 OR LESS DOWN

1956 PLYMOUTH
4 Or. V-8, Automatic
Trans. Radio & Htr. ONLY

1957 FORD
V-8. Automatic Trans,
Radio Heater, New White Tires

$195
$595

1957 OPEL
2 Dr. Sedan, With Radio, Htr.
All Vinyl Interior

1957 DODGE
4 Dr. V-8 Automatic Trans., Radio, Htr.
Power Steering & Air Cond

PS

$295

$595

11

1958 CADILLAC

IS

EXAMPLE:
300 lbs at 32C Lb.

e

r3

Radio, Htr. Auto. Trans., Power Steering
& Brakes, Real Nice

$795

Many More Bargains To Choose From

—

n. • ••:e4i

TOTAL

AVERAGE GROSS WEIGHT 300 TO 400 LBS.

!al:4474.r*

1170 Union Ave.
PH. 275-8143
45 YEARS WITH DODGE

393

•

so exhausting.

WW1•1•11••••f10
,
11

---

,/ NO
gi

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
WITH ANY BEEF ORDER PURCHASE

Carcass Weights Subject to

SATIKACTION GUARANTEED
Fodor& laspoct.d Heavy levti

BEEF HINDQUARTERS

35C

11F
?SOWS- SIRLOIN% - PORTERHOUSE LOIN TIP STEAKS,(TC. .,a.11_

PROM CONN 90 PITO ‘0R0011 S sro GIN CO 1 ID 1,110f

SPECIAL STEAK ORDERS
INCLUDES:
Steak Roasts Ground Beef, Etc.

Cutting Loss

PRICED FOR

lb. up

OLUME RISING

—FREE BONUS
25 Pork Chops 11/2"thick]
4 lbs. Bacon
3 lbs. Sausage
3 Its. Franks
5 lbs. Fryer

U.S,D.A. CHOICE
BEEF HALF

WITH THE PURCHASE OF
.ANY ADVERTISED SIDE OF BEEF

--or

All Pric•s Ar• Hanging W.
& Subject To Cutting Loss

WATCH WHILE YOUR ORDER IS WEIGHED, CUT AND
WRAPPED FREE TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS IN ONLY 30 MIN.•

OPEN

To Open Account or for Appointment Call 683-6379

4495 SUMMER AVE.

Hutcheson tilats
MIECIINIS I 'an IP R1i PM IS 0OT0

FREEZER TO BUY

ONLY TOP QUALITY BEE

NO MONEY DOWN!
NO PAYMENT FOR 45 DAYS!

All

Sporting Englishmen first played Rugby
around 1870. Which means Gordon's
had the field to itself for over a century.
Since 1769, to be precise.
The yearMr.Gordon made
t
11
.
his silky-smooth, icydry discovery. The gin
'Pk
-......_,..-,
that's still England's
_ Jr
biggest seller. Not to
mention America. And
GORDON'S ,
all the rest of the funloving world. Next . .. .i
time you're in a sportDIST LLED "i
ingmood,tryGordon's.
LONDONIM s
Every bit as exhilaratGil
ing as Rugby. But not

FREE EXPERT CUTTING
AND WRAPPING ON ALL
ORDERS

,/ NO MEMBERSHIP FEES

$96.00

PRICE

Which was
18th century England's
favourite pastime:
Rugby or Gordon's?

SOrrek

COMPARE!!

NO CARRYING CHARGE

•

efeNT,

GUARANTEE

HEAVY BEEF SIDES

MEMPHIS WIG aTY

PS

397
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'Hamilton Student Wins Bishop Jordan General Assembly To
Lucy Campbell Award To Speak At Observe Youth Week
Ward Chapel

15,000 Delegates Expected
At Baptist Meet In Tulsa

T to e General Assembly Miss Mary Edna Jones. The
Church at 119 Greenlaw, be- guest speaker Will be Miss
Miss Margarette Lambert, a
student at Hamilton
tween Main and Second Sta.,
High
Paula Faye Briggs, student at
TULSA, Okla. — More than Metropolitan Baptist Church, sistant prosecuting attorney for School, is the second annual
will observe Annual Youth
Melrose High school and a
$5,000 messengers and visitors 1048 Lansing; the Jernagin Lec- Wayne County, Mich., and la- winner of the Lucy E. CampBishop F. D. Jordan, presid- Week, June 10-13. Services will
are expected to attend the 60th ture series, Mt. Rose Baptist ter county corporation counsel. bell Scholarship Award of $200,
member of the Lambert Churl"
begin nightly at 7:30.
ing bishop of the 13th District
annual session of the National Church, 1010 N. Lansing; Lab- On June 17, Dr. J. H. Jack- according to A. J. Twigg, presopening night of God in Christ.
Guests
the
on
of the African Methodist EpisSunday School and Training oratory School and Skill Shop, son, president of the National ident of the Tri-State Convention
will include: Harris Temple; On Sunday, June 13, guest
Union Congress to be held here Paradise Baptist Church, 509 Baptist Convention, USA Inc., of Choirs and Groups.
copal church, will be the guest Hemlock; Temple No. 2; The
Sunday school superintendent
East King St., and the Youth will bring official greetings Mr. Twigg said Miss LamJune 14-20.
speaker at Ward Chapel AME Lighthouse Apostolic Church; will be Nathaniel Gwinn, stuDr. 0. Clay Maxwell announ- Rally, First Baptist Church, from the organization. Dr. Max- bert's additional prize for having
church on Sunday morning, General Assembly Nos. 2 and dent at Memphis State univerwell will deliver his annual written and delivered the best
ced that outstanding speakers 1414 North Greenwood.
June 13, and the public is in- 3; Christian Springs Mission- sity. Speaker for the morning
will be featured. All plenary Persons registering for study message as president of the essay to win the scholarship
ary Baptist Chruch; and True wor.bip service will be Dr. E.
will be a free trip to Chicago
vited.
sessions are to be held in the courses will be required to sub- Congress at the session.
Church House of Prayer for J. Anthony, national superinfor the National Convention of
ultra-modern Tulsa Assembly mit classification slips, which YOUTH PROGRAM
Bishop Jordan, who lives in Ali Nations. The speaker for
tendent. Dr. W. Herbert Brewsmay be obtained from the Clas- The main features on Tune Choirs and Choruses, Inc.
Center.
Los Angeles, is over the Dis- the night will be Elder Ivory ter, executive secretary af
the
Headquarters for the session sification Committee when pre- 17 will be an afternoon youth Miss Lambert is the daughter
trict comprising the states of Ingram, National President of Educational Department of the
will be the Morning Star Bap- sented a receipt from the Fi- parade and a youth program at of Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Lambert
Youth of the House of Prayer, National Baptist Conveniian,
Tennessee and Kentucky.
tist church, of which Dr. T. Os- nance Committee. Admission the evening session. Mrs. Paul- of 1505 Mallory and a member
Inc.
will be the guest speaker at
Rev. R. L. McRae, pastor of
car Chappelle is pastor. It is for the Laboratory and Admin- ine Campbell of Michigan will of the Pentecostal Baptist
Guests on the second !vat of
located at 1014 East Pine St. istrative Workshop must be direct an original pageant, and church, where she participates
the church, said the members the meeting will include the 3:00 p.m.
The guest churches will be
Dr. Chappelle is also chairman cleared through the Dean's of- Mrs. Grace Taylor of Missouni in a number of activities.
are doing every thing possible Shamrock Church of God in
East Trigg, New Pilgrim, Volwill direct a mass choir of
of the Entertainment Commit- fice.
Mr. Twigg said that he is
M. LAMBERT
a
singing
group from lentine, New
to make Bishop Jordan's visit Christ and
KEYNOTE SPEAKER
youth from all parts of the na- grateful to all persons who contee.
Liberty, and Lake
the Lambert Church of God in
tributed to the success of Miss ond winner in the three-year a pleasant one.
Dr. G. C. McCutchen, pastor Dr. Horatio S. Hill, dean, will tion.
Grove.
Christ
under
the direction of
of Zion Baptist church, is chair- deliver the keynote address at Delivering the main address Lambert, making her the sec- history of the convention.
Two years ago, he said, the
Dr. T. S. Green is Pastor of
man of the Housing Commit- the morning session of June 16. on June 18 will be Dr. Willie
the church. Miss Lorraine Carmembers installed air condiThe speaker in the evening ses- G. Wickramasinghe, president
tee.
vick is reporter, and Dr. R. Je
tioning in the church's main
Requests for housing should sion will be Hobart Taylor, as- of the Baptist college at CeyAnthony the sponsor.
auditorium, and this year will
be sent to Mrs. Bessie S. Es- sociate counselor to President lon. He was chairman of the
have completed the project of
tell, Congress Secretary, 9 Six- Lyndon B. Johnson and execu- Baptist World Youth Congress
ALGIERS — (UPI) — Delair conditioning the educationth Avenue, S. W., Birmingham, tive vice chairman of the Pres- held in Beirut, Lebanon, in the
al building by the time of vis- egates from 15 African a n d
ident's Committee responsible summer of 1963.
Ala.
Asian nations gathered here to
it of Bishop Jordan.
MEETING POINTS
The New Salem
for developing and implement- An official tour has been
Baptist Rev. Hickman M. Johnson, a
decide whether to invite South
Messengers to the Congress ing programs aimed at elimi- planned to take delegates from Church at 682 Tillman is ob- student at the Interdenomina- Ward Chapel is located at American observers to the
1125
S.
Parkway
east.
All Colors and Color
will observe the following lo- nating discrimination in em- Miami Beach to Nassau. The serving annual Youth Day Sun- tional Theological Seminary in
forthcoming Afro-Asian sumCombinations
cations: All general classes will ployment in the Federal gov- Bahamas following the session day, June 20, 1965. Rev. K. T. Atlanta, left Memphis recentmit conference.
1
Sado. for Usl?ors ond
yard
Ave.
Rev.
Johnson
attendmeet in the First Baptist ernment and among contract- of the Baptist World Alliance, Whalum will be the 11 o'clock ly for Oak Park, Ill.
If they come, the South
Organisations
church and its adjoining facili- ors and sub-contractors that which will be concluded in Mi- speaker and Rev. H. 0. Knee- Under the program of the ed Lester Elementary school Africans could pave the way
CHURCH FURNITURE DEPT.
and
received
his
bachelor
of
Birmingham,
governami
July
and
5
for
1
the
at
405 s. Cincinnati at.; the perform work
ties
land Jr. will speak at 3 p.m.
for the creation of a three conPoWitt, reiI1, COMM.lablei
Students Interracial Ministry,
science degree from Tennessee tinent block that could control
Ministers Wives' Division will ment.
and 6.
Youth Choirs of Union Vallowest Priars Astallabla
be in the Shiloh Baptist church, Mr. Taylor is a graduate of Further information may be ley, Pleasant View and Gospel he will be serving at the Aus- A & I State university in Nash- more than 75 per cent of the
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
corner of Cincinnati and Lati- Prairie View State college, obtained by contacting Mrs. Temple will render the music. tin Boulevard Christian church ville.
votes in the United Nations.
there.
Rev. Johnson is an associate The summit conference is SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
Howard university and the Uni- Bessie S. Estell, Tour Leader, The public is invited.
mer;
701 H St., N.R. AIS Whitehall It., LW.
Administrative
Workshop. versity of Michigan and was as- 9 Sixth ave., Birmingham, Ala. Wendell Coward is chairman He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. minister of First Baptist scheduled to open here June
Wa.hangton 2, D.C. Atlanta 2, Goorils
29.
and Rev. L. A. Blake pastor. Hickman Johnson of 2854 Hat*- Church Broad St.
.
ing several days in E. H.
Is%
Crump hospital. IIis first sermon was a power-packed one
wholeheartedly received by h:,
large congregation.
chairman and N. A. Crawford
By REV, C. J. GASTON
SHELTER CARE HOME
REVIVAL SUCCESSFUL
served as co-chairman in the The Good' Neighbor Shelter
The Baptist Pastors Alliance effort. Dr. Roy Love is presi- Care Home for dependent chiland the Baptist Ministers Con- dent of the Baritist Pasfrrs Al- dren is nearing fruition. Rev.
ference of Memphis and Vici- liance a.-Al Dr. L A. Ilzaiblin J. L. Netters, pastor of the Mt.
aity conducted a very success- is president of the Baptist %a- ,Vernon Baptist church and his
The Walker Homes Subdiviful city-wide soul saving cam- sters Conf .i• e.
associates are doing a good
ItETURNS TO PULPIT
paign during the spring and
job. A suitable home has been sion gets a new church when
Ater 600 converts were obtain- Rev. Jasper W. Williams, founii and is being made ready the Cleo-Hickman Chapel Afrial, while many others renew- pastor and radio minister of for operation. Much of the first i c a n
Methodist
Episcopal
Baptist year's budget has been raised, Church cuts its ribbon on Grand
Avenue
Lane
al their memberships and re- the
iedicated themseIxes to Christ. Church returned to his pulpit but $3,000 is still needed. The Opening Day, next Sunday,
Revs. H. H. 'Harper was[Sunday, May 16, after spend- Baptist pastors of the city have : June 13, at 3:00 o'clock in the
promised to support the home. afternoon.
It will ba a historical occaSCHOOL OF RELIGION
sion for the African Methodist
According to an announce- Episcopal Church, the Walker
ment from Dr. A. J. Campbell, Homes Subdivision and the
:dean of the J. L. Campbell communities in the West JuneSchool of Religion located at tion area.
40 South Parkway east, more
Rev. Martha V. Reed, pastor
than 30 men and women are of the new church, invites all
now enrolled in the school.
pastors, their members and
The school prepares ministers friends to help her congregaand Christian workers for the tion celebrate this noble .occamany tasks they are often con- sion by taking out an ad or
fronted with. Classes are held being a patron in the souvenir
day and night, twice weekly. booklet
attending the
and
In addition to Dean Campbell, Grand Opening.
two other ministers serve as in
structors at the school. The
gelist.
writer feels that more minisHe is in great demand as a
ters and Christian workers
gospel preacher in Shreveport,
should attend the school.
La., Chicago, Detroit and WashRENOWNED EVANGELIST
4 E.GEO•
ington, D.C. The meeting in
Memphis should be proud of Washington, D.C. was a cityRev. L. A. Hamblin, outstand- wide revival sponsored by the
9PM ing pastor of the Golden Leaf leading ministers of the CapiBaptist church of this city. tal City.
A
"TIL
Tribute was paid to him during
Over 200 souls have been addlit-5
:he joint meeting of the Bap- ed to the church this year
tist Ministers this month for through his dynamic preachhis accomplishment as an evan- ing.

Rev. Whalum To Sem:nary Student
Speak For Youth Gets Summer Post

Converts Gained
In Spring Revivals

600

AME Church To
Open Next Sunday
In Walker Homes

_
ARTISTS StlIODELSCLUB
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°CRUISING ON THE CARIIIREAN*
,0, .
CL. 1

PARADISE

SPECTACULAR FLO —5140

-----_-7-_-=--R0________E7DANCER-574,„,—00

eAR1D(5E BAND

c0. Aci.v.f1.5C ------- 0000200
v
Vor Reservation call 527-3810
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1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
•
•
•
•
•
8 LM.-6 P.M.
[
Sat. or Sun. $1.25
•
Monday
Set, Open I AM, to 6 P.M.
Son. Open I A.M. to 2 P.M.
thru
•
Friday
•

CAR WASH $

1.

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH ;

3100 Summer at Baltic
a
I
ma••••■•awa•mmaaaa•aansaE

BANK TELLER TRAINEES
CASHIERS-CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS
TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES
FREE PLACEMENT
AIR CONDITIONED

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE SUIT! 876
527-5508

SAVE 8f
\Av.
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MIDWEST MILK
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Hold Meeting On
Afro-Asian Confab
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4t PLAY T.V.
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GO BY BUS
Get your FREE BINGO Cards at Big Star. See T.V. Bingo every week

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

day (11:30-12 Noon) On Channel 13 W.H.B.O. TV. T.V. Bingo Jackpot
starts at $50.00 and every day there is no winner another $50.00
will be added to the jackpot,

10,000 FREE QUALITY STAMPS
To each consolation
Prize T.V. Bingo 1Vinner!
Each time there is a T.V.
Bingo Winner the first
20 to call and Bingo
after a winner will receive 10,000 Free Quality
Stamps each!

CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

TAILORS

BHS
INC.

248 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

Morophis, Tomo

Makes What You A.k for And
Creates What You Think or

°YOUR Company

PLAY T.V. BINGO...
GET YOUR CARDS AT BIG STAR TODAY!
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Honors
Record 460 Degrees Church
Recent Grads
Awarded At Arkansas At Banquet

A beautiful banquet was givPINE BLUFF, Ark. - Four 'portant status-you have to be en recently, in the spacious din
log room of the New Hope Bat,
hundred and sixty graduates, the best anywhere."
the largest class in Arkansas' PRACTICE FOR PERFEC.,tist church, 649 Pearl Place in
honor of its 1965 graduates.
gittiM&N college • history, were aTION
tiOtarded the bachelors degree
honorees were
Mr. Plinton defined prepara- Two of the
pastor of the
today during the 90th comtion as . . . thorough, in dept Rev. C. B. Burgs,
mencement exercises held in research of all available intelli- church, who received his docAM&N's Hazzard Gymnasium. gence
of divinity degree from Arapplicable to the subject tor
Parnell 51cCray, a methemat- or pursuit you have in mind kansas Baptist State College.
ics major, and Jacquelyn Wil- and the absorption of every and Miss Joan Katherine Mcliams, a home economics ma- ,iota of this intelligence you can Cullar, grand-daughter of the
late Rev. L. E. Miller, founder
jor. both of Monticello, Arkan- obtain."
of the Church who received her
sas, took top class honors with
"Practice makes perfect" is bachelor of arts degree from
cumulative averages of 2.81 and
no idle adage, Plinton declared. Lane college.
2.80 of a possible 3.00.
"Competition cannot displace
The class heard James 41 perfection." 'The key" he said, The speaker for the occaPlinton, Director of Special 'is to practice often and prac- sion was Mrs. Bennie Taylor,
Maret Affairs for Trans World tice it right, perfection can be- principal of Wedlock Elementary School, Edmundson, ArAirlines challenge them to come a habit.
strive for perfection. He de- Plinton pointed to God as . . kansas.
clared that in this jet age . . "the only power that will see The Improvement club of the
church was responsible for the
"You are either somebody or you through."
decorations. Mrs. Naomi Holyou are nobody. Automation IS
'GIFT OF GOD'
away the
sweeping
in-be- Norman Vincent Peale calls iday is the reporter.
tweens."
it the Power of Positive ThinkHe acknowledged that mod- ing, he said, hut "if you are What you are to become is your
n swift means of transporta- well prepared and have prac- gift to God," he said.
tion and communication puts ticed to perfection, you only Mr. Photon, a graduate of
every youth on earth in direct have to believe, without a Lincoln University of PennsylA. B. MEL HONOR CLUB - Members of the fifth and sixth grade A. B.
doubt, that you will obtain your vania, began his career in
competition.
lionor club presented its annual program at the school during the final
Hill
pilot
during
"Preparation, Practice, and goal. Keep right on believing aeronautics as a
PTA meeting, and sixth grade studcnts were awarded certificates. On front
the Power to see it through is regardless of your time table." the World War II. He served as
row, from lett, are Carolyn Brooks, Frannie Sharp, Eliza Summors, Emma
the formual for success", Mr. "Man poses, God disposes . . . flight instructor at Tuskegee
Photon said. With the new Civil it is God who decides when you Institute before embarking on
Lee, Alice It ger, Michelle Turner, sl,irlie Coleman and Phobic Wiggins.
Rights legislation now in ac- are really ready . . .What you a career in commerical airOn second row, same order, nre Sharon Butcher, Tonto Strong, Montreal
tion the best Negro is an im- are today is the gift of God. lines.
Lane, Victor Morris, Earl Glass, Claudius Lester and Debra Mathews. Os

tvalloble
CATALOG

CHRYSLER
'65 Airtemp Imperial
BEAUTIFUL
WORLD'S FINEST AND MOSTIONER

FORMS
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GIANT 18,000 BTU HEAVY DUTY UNIT ...

third row, seated from left, are Edwina Brooks, Gloria Ashley, Doris Lambert, Lin& Brown, Rose Hones, Mar Joyce Young, Joyce Lester and Charlotte Stalks. On fourth row, from ieff are Nebbie Bradford, Daryl Hall, Fannie Webb, Pauline McFarland, Sheila Hardy, Daryl! Lewis, Roslyn Banks,
Charm:line Jackson, Ira Carbage acid Ronald Baskins. Mrs, Laura Owens
and Mrs. Aurelia Williams are club sponsori: Mrs. 011 Starks PTA president, and George D. Clark, principal of the school. (Hooks Photo)

ministration, Social Security,
The Secret Service, and the
Counter Intelligence Corporation.
The placement office also
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. - "Col- information on jobs for career
the students,
lege placement is concerned purposes, but also for tempo- strives to keep
with those aspects of student rary and summer employment. and faculty informed about
development which deal with Vocational counseling and ap- current labor trends and dehis finding an optimum career. titude testing are a part of the velopments by dissemitating
This means assisting the stu- services rendered by the Place- literature and presenting such
dent to use all the resources ment Office. These services outstanding personalities
as
available to him - within the are available to all students re- George L. P. Weaver, assistant
The
educational community and, in gardless of classification.
Under Secretary of Labor for
the larger context, the general importance of these two func- the U.N., Mahlon Puryear, ascommunity - in preparing him- tions cannot he overemphasiz- sociate director of the Urban
self for effective membership ed, for careful career planning League Skill-Bank, and Walter
and selection must be based on
in society."
Wiseman of the Public Affairs
The statement above is a aptitude as well as interest.
Office at Marshal Space Flight
summary of the philosophy of The office keeps the lines of Center, Huntsville, Alabama.
College Placement adopted by communications open between
MEMPHIAN DIRECTOR
the College Placement Council, the employed and the student.
Inc. in June of 1962. It concise- Throughout the academic year Stillman holds memberships
ly describes the basic opera- representatives from business, In the College Placement Countional philosophy of the Still- Industry and government visit dl, Inc., The Southern College
man College Placement Office. the campus for the purpose of Placement Association, and the
However, the implementation hiring students as well as American Personnel and Guidof this philosophy involves a alumni. A few of the companies ance Association.
myriad of functions within the and government agencies that Clifton Collins, a Stillman
frame work of the Placement have recruited on the campus graduate of 1956, is Director of
activity.
this year are IBM, Southern Placement Services at StillThe Stillman College Place- Bell Telephone and Telegraph; man.-Prior to joining the staff
ment office's services are a- Shell 06 Company, Rath Pack- at his Alma Mater, he was
vailable to students and alum- ing company, The California with the city of Chicago Rehani alike. It not only provides Sales company, Veterans Ad- bilitation Department.

Ex-Memphian Directs
Stillman Placements

•

Complet• decor cornpotibilityl Only the Imperials have the complete decor compatibility mode possible by the Decorator Panel. It's instantly r•v•rsibl• from
vinyl-on-steel walnut grain fac• to on• of equally handsom• textur•d b•igss. The
Decorator Panel enables almost unlimited styling convertibility. Beautiful,
blendable ic• b•ig• cabin•t finish. Fits anywhere' The Palystyren• Grille?
It's neutral beig•. Attroctiv•! Subdued! The trim? It's satin gold that •nriches
on already beautiful addition for your home. Overall, the design is clean, simple
and functional. Altog•ther, Imperial's the most! BTUH cooling capacities range
from 6,400 through 18,000, •nough for almost any living room or family room.

AP

Cool An Entire
Average
5-Room Home . ..

NO
MONEY
DOWN

SALE- PAINT-SALE

BURK-HALL SPRING PAINT SALE
anorPleie

Only

PAINT SERVICE
oat,

•PAINTINGCONTRACTORS
•BuILDINGCONTRACTORS
•MA1NTENANCE

$11

aitsollaCkeil I10.1111tILL. klASSMVie

MIA IMILNIIRY

NEW AND LIGHTER HUES - gray,
light green, yellow, pink, blue and
soft tones of brown --•nhance America's homes. In d••per colors, char.
coal is an outstanding favorite.

DECK ENAMEL
I gloss, durable, quick drying
named for interior or exterior use
on wood, concrete or linoleum
One coat covers previously
tfloors.
painted :urfaciss.

PICK UP YOUR PHONE AND MAKE
THE NECESSARY ARRANGEMENTS AT

TTO

WHERE YOU ALWAYS GET A -GOOD DEAL"

(depending on siZel
1 small red or green hot pepper (optional)
Select tresh-firm cucumberswash and pack in jars
Suing to a boil:
2 quarts water
1 quart Spikes distilled or elder vinegar
1 cup non-iodized salt
POUT hot solution over cucumbers and seal.
Pickles will be ready in 3 to 4 weeks depend9 on the size of the cucumbers. For plain
u,ii pickles the garlic buds can b• omitted-

28-page booklet, "Why Didn't Someone Tali
Me About All These Uses for Vinegar?"
PsEAS GONV:47.
i Write nSu
reicsinpliles
Nicholson

FRE !lit00
How Memphis'and
Shelby County's
new low electric
rates compare
with other cities
RESIDENTIAL ELECTRICAL POWER-MONTHLY BILLING
250 KWH 500 KWH 750 KWH 1000 KWH
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
West Memphis. Arkansas
Southaven, Mississippi
Little Rock, Arkansas
Jackson, Mississippi
St. Louis, Missouri
New Orleans. Louisiana
Atlanta. Georgia
Birmingham, Alabama
Dallas. Texas
Louisville, Kentucky
Chicago, Illinois

. 5.00
7.53
7.64 •
7.92
7.54
7.25
7.17
6.10
5.51
7.67
6.20
7.56

6.90
9 78
9.58
11.70
9.48
10.37
12.51
8.60
8.73
10.51
8.95
10.04

7.90
13.53
12.33
14.57
12.23
14.25
16.59
11.40
11.73
15.02
13.05

13.72

11.90
17.28
15.08
17.45
14.98
18.62
20.68
14.20
14.73
19.58
18.05
18.25

Average Bills for Cities of 2500 Population or More
1000 KWH
750 KWH
500 KWH .
18.86
14.51
10.61

250 KWH
7.43

Memphis rates effective January 1,1965. All other rates from federal
Power Commiselon "Typical Electric 131111-1904" representing rates
In effect January 1.1964.

Use electric power
for better living
at lower rates

Air Door adJustabilltyl 'These photos illustrate the various
fingertlp-responsive adjustments most-often used with the
patented Airtemp Air Door. Door holds firmly at 15°, 45' and
90 angles to your preference. Vanes direct airflow to sides.

APPLIANCES

I
HOME STYLE
KOSHER DILL PICKLES
To isecn quart jar adds
head fresh dill
2 to 3 cloves garlic

setistelitalissalisserisiawasiplialln

TIME WAS WHEN almost all homes
w•re painted white. Today, in all
types of architecture, from formal to
mod•rn, ther•'s a n•w creative dar•
ing in th• use of color.

Across From
Lowenstein!,
East

SPEAS
VINEGAR

with
Apple Cider or White Distilled

*INDUSTRY
•SCADOLS&COLLEGES
•CAUROIES
somamen
011CORATI MO!!!
awe coos
sevanisineasceusomoi

...most popular trend in
today's home exteriors

3471
POPLAR

Results Assured
on Pickles Cured

324.8194
Open Nig/os
'til 1 P.M.

942-4023

SOUTH BELLEVUE at MCLEMORE Mt GW

MEMPHIS LIGHT,OAS
S. WATER DIVISION,

• 'How Is It Now? Too Much Pepper?
A Little More Salt?'

olosmorommE1111MINIM
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Negro Teachers' Plight
The trend of wholesale dismissal of Negro teachers poses
a grave problem for the civil
rights organizations and their
leaders.
These dismissals cannot be
assessed as the natural consequence of school integration.
They represent a clandestine
attempt by the -segregationists
to open up a second front
against the battle for civil
rights.
A total of 396 Negro teachers have lost their jobs in Oklahoma. When districts are integrated, the formerly all-Negro schools are closed, leaving
Negro teachers without teaching assignments.
In North Carolina at least
500 teachers will join the unemployed ranks when schools
reopen in the fall. The list is
growing every day. And the
story repeats itself in Texas,
Virginia, Georgia and Florida.
The difficulty stems from the
obvious conclusion that Negro
teachers are n o t being integrated in a ratio that would
equal t h e number of schools
closed as the result of wholesale transfer of Negro pupils
to white schools.
Certainly a reasonable number of these teachers, if not
all, should be absorbed by the
public school system of their

state. They should not be victims of integration.
The strategy of the hardcore
racists is to integrate, reluctantly, Negro pupils but starve
Negro teachers. Ultimately Negro teachers will be faced with
the ugly alternative of giving
up their profession or join the
camp of the segregationists. It
is not a pleasant contemplation.
Negro teachers are in a tragic
plight. They should n o t be
made to bear the whole burden
of social change.
Civil rights leaders and their
Organizations must bring this
issue to an appropriate resolution. Title VI of the 1964 Civil
Rights Act supplies them with
the legal basis f o r remedial
action. It requires integration
of teaching staff as well as of
pupils.
Where Negro teachers are
dismissed and white teachers
are hired to replace them,
there is solid ground for the
charge of discrimination on account of race.
Thus the struggle for racial
balance in the public schools
acquires a new dimension. Negro teachers enter into the
equation and they must not be
abandoned to the racist wolves
who are using their cunning to
slow down the pace of integration.

Angola
Military success, ruthless
suppression of African nationalism in Angola have hardened
t h e conviction of Portuguese
leaders that their policy of virtual enslavement of their overseas provinces is correct.
They contend that their approach to their colonial problem that is keeping the African
from getting h i s freedom is
justified by the. events in the
Congo and t h e instability of
dictatorial African regimes "unprepared for independence."
The authorities in Lisbon
profess to find the beginnings
of American understanding of
their colonial position.
All this has been achieved by
the largest effort in Portuguese

history, not only in military
terms but also in extensive
propaganda. There are even U.
S. Negroes with newspaper
connections in the pay of the
Portuguese government.
There has been no outcry
against Portugal's mistreatment of its African population
in Angola a n d Mozambique
either in Washington or in the
United Nations. For nearly a
year nothing has been heard of
the struggle in Angola. The
news has been suppressed.
But the struggle goes on under a blanket of official silence.
Those Americans w h o are in
the pay of the Portuguese government should be denounced
and exposed.
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old reliable: the Supreme Court,
the President, newspapers, the
Vice President, Bobby Kennedy,
Time Magazine, everybody in
the Attorney General's office,
the college professors, and our
two former Presidents are all
either communists or tools, of
the communists.
The Grand Dragon of North
Carolina has said, "I don't speak
against niggers, only against
the National Council of
Churches of Christ." And none
of the Klansmen thought it
silly when an assistant Grand
Dragon said, "The f e der al
government is trying to take
over.
..." Matt Murphy, Klonsel
for United Klans of America
says. the National Council of
Churches, the Zionists, and
NAACP are trying to take over.
But from the looks of the bedraggled two or three hundred in
each of these recent Klan parades, it is clear that social
security, minimum wage, rural
electrification, farm subsidies,
ande veterans' benefits have cut
deeply into the ranks of the
true believers.
And the current Re-Employment Program, particularly for
people who have been automated
out of the cotton milis, plus a
strong Medicare Bill will eventually go a long way toward
eliminating even those few
hundred who follow the Klan
promoter in each of our Southern states.
But I do not put much faith
in the forthcoming Congressional investigation of the Klan.
Each of the Kleagles, Klockards.
and Klonsels, will take the stand

and talk only about the flag and
about God, and it will take wisdom to get at the real purpose
of their organization — intimidation.
It will also take a knowledge
of history to understand that
the burning of the cross by the
Klansmen is precisely evidence
of the hatred of God.
This goes back thousands of
years, long before the dawn of
Christianity. The burning of the
wheel or an effigy before t h e
Christian era was an attempt to
express hate, known to historians are "fire-hate."
Usually the fire w a s lit up
during a plague or some disaster. The burning of an effigy
was in effect the burning of the
witch, the evil spirits, known As
the "need-fire."
The use of a religious symbol
for a burning was roundly condemned by all Christian authorities since it was recognized that
the burning of the cross was the
same "need-fire" of pre-Christian days.
The burning of the cross, by
those w h o call themselves
Christians, is really a symbol of
the burning Jesus. Jesus spoke
for Brotherhood and the revolt
against this idea is best expressed by burning Him.
Thus the Klansmen w ho
participate in burning a cross
a r e motivated by instincts
which go far back into their origins —the "Need-fire," the
burning of God. They have become ill at ease under the moral
restraints imposed upon them
by God so - they burn Him.
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Only In America
By HARRY (.OLDEN
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Ku Klux Klan---1965
..Things are different. There
was a time when the Negroes
locked themselves in their hovels
during a Klan parade down the
main street of a Southern town.
Today the Negroes stand on the
sidewalk laughing fit to be tied
while a Klockard runs up a n d
down the line of parade warning
the Klansmen, "Keep your
mouth shut and don't do anything that will bring us trouble."
The U.S. of America has rarely been without a Nativist
movement of some kind, a n d
each of these movements ebbed
and flowed with the economic
condition of the country or with
the ability of a group to generate fear - fear of something or
of someone.
And each of our Nativist
movements has used the tactics
that were to prove so successful

for Mussolini in Italy and for
Hitler in Germany:
First create a demon, whirl
the people away from themselves in fear, then offer to exercise the demon in exchange
for an initiation fee, a regalia
of some sart, and complete obedience.
But the demon changes. The
Southern Klans of 1965 do n o t
promise to protect white womanhoot', from the Negro as did the
Klans of 1916-1929. Southern
white womanhood is in the colleges and the universities today
and the girls stand up to cheer
the liberal lecturer who visits
the campus.
If you told Southern white
womanhood today that you want
to "protect" her, she'd laugh
right in your face.
And so the Klan now uses an

It's A Gasser
"You can almost never discuss anything," I said, "without bringing up color."
"That's right," agreed Simple. "I am colored. And I believed o u r white folks would
not have the nerve to use sickening gas on anybody if they
was not colored. They used gas
on them freedom marchers in
Selma, and they used gas on
them Vietnamese in Viet Nam
—and them Viets are almost
as dark as me.
"They is colored—so sure, go
ahead a n d gas them! Next
thing you know, the polices will
be gassing Harlemites in Harlem every time they get rambunctious. The nerve of white
folks is a gasser!"
"As one who tries to be fair
and objective," I said. "I do not
like the broad and indiscriminate usage you make of that
word white. Not all white folks

are the same, any more than all
Negroes are the same. There
are many whites who approve
of equal treatment of colored
peoples. Whether they be Negroes or Vietnamese, they believe in their having equal
treatment."
"They give us equal gas,"
said Simple. "Fact is, I would
not be surprised if they did not
use more gas in Selma, Alabama, than they did in Viet
Nam."
"Oh, come on!" I said. "Negroes are not worth that
much."
"I were not there," declared
Simple, "but I smelled the gas
way up here in Harlem."
"You have a good nose," I
said.
"A b i g one," said Simple,
"which is w h y Negroes can
sing so loud, on account of their
big noses, a white man once

Several nights a g o, at the
Rainbow Room — a beautiful
plac e, located in Rockefeller
Center and high up in the New
York skyline, a group of people
who have admired Frank
Schiffman for many years, got
together to say: "Thank you!"
Admiration and thanks are
deserved by Frank Schiffman.
He is owner and managing director of New York's famed
125th Street Apollo Theatre, a
position to which he rose from
a start as manager.
Schiffman has been in business on this fabled Harlem
street for 40 years, has owned
and run two other theatres in
the Harlem area and become
involved in real estate matters
and generous support of community and charity projects.
It was at the Apollo Theatre
that so many great stars got
their chance — Ella Fitzgerald
and Sarah Vaughn — just to
name a couple — through the
theatre's well-known Wednesday night amateur hour shows.
Stars of note were on hand
to express their thanks to
Schiffman. But there was one
man who really stole the show
when, out of the clear blue, he
impulsively t ook the microphone right out of the hands
of t h e presiding Dr. Arthur
Logan and burst for t h into
that imperishable ballad:
"You'll Never Walk Alone."
His name is George Smith.
Someone told me that he used
to be a professional singer and
that he now works in a liquor
store in Harlem. But I want to
tell you that when he finished
singing that song in a voice of
absolute power and beauty,
there wasn't a dry eye in the
house.
Dr. Logan expressed what
we all felt when—as the Apollo
theme song "I May Be Wrong
But I Think You're Wonderful"
—was playe d. Arthur said
there was but one thing wrong
with the title.
told me. He also told me the reason Negroes can run so fast,
jump so high and is such good
athletes, is on account of their
big feet. He also said the reason Southern cooking is so tasty
is because the mammies down
there can tell by their big noses
when the seasoning is right,
just by the way the victuals
smell in the pot."
"I know you believed everything the white man said," I
mocked.
"Not everything," said Simple. "I have a big nose and cannot even cook a scrambled egg.
I also got big feet, and never
won a foot race in my life. As
to singing, I cannot carry a
tune in a basket. Besides Lena
Horne has a little tiny nose,
and she can chirp up a breeze.
Also Harry Belafonte is no
schnozzel Durante, but he can
sing! I mean sing! No, I did not
believe everything that white
man said. Truth is, I seldom believe anything white folks say."
"You a r e narrow-minded,
provincial, indrawn a n d race
conscious to the nth degree," I
said.
"I am a race man," said Simple. "And when a statement is
stated by somebody not related
to me, it is usually wrong—including you."
"I am a Negro as you are," I
countered.
"On the outside, but not on
the inside," said Simple. "You
have a black skin, but not a
black brain. You is colleged."
"I went to a Negro college,"
I said.
"But you studied out of
white books. Am I right or
wrong?"
"Mostly right," I said.
"So your black head is filled
up with white thoughts," said
Simple.

• 0

"We know we're not wrong.
We know you're wonderful," he
said.
Cab Calloway, looking great,
gave one of the rare performances of his "hi-de-hi-de-hide-ho." Josephine Premice
could not have been more effective, Noble Sissle and Eubie
Blake carried us down the corridors of nostalgia. Joe Williams weighed in, always the
heavyt6eight. There were also
comedian Pops Foster and the
Ruben Phillips Quartet.
Watching the pride on the
faces of the Schiffman family,•
some of whom came in from
Miami, we could tell what this
occasion meant to them. Mr.
Schiffman himself was deeply
and visibly affected an d we
couldn't help knowing, as we
looked at the emotion-filled face
of his wonderful wife, that she
really and richly deserved to
feel like the partner she is and
has been in his success.
There was one other person
in that room who felt as deeply
the appreciation of appreciation for Schiffman. That was
his son. Bobby, who is gradually taking over the reins of the
theatre administration from.
d n
his father. This father-son relationship is a beautiful thing
to behold. Frank Schiffman can
know, in the mellow twilight of
his life, that he has not only
given so generously to the
world, but that he has also given a splendid young m a n to
carry on his work.
Oh yes! Because of the monies raised at this affair, there
will be the beginning of the
SCLC Freedom Fleet. Several
spanking n e w Cadillac cars
will be dispatched to Atlanta,
headquarters of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., to aid in the
work he is doing for all of us.
Money couldn't be spent on
a better cause. It couldn't have
been raised in tribute to a finerak
man than Frank Schiffman who.
has always proven that it really
is more blessed to give.
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"Just because I've been to
college? You're wrong. Do you
think all those colored college
students who took part in the
sit-ins, the freedom rides, and
the march on Montgomery are
white oriented? You are out of
your mind," I sai d. "LeRoi
Jones, the poet and playwright.
went to Howard University, a
Negro institution in Washington. Certainly, Jones is a college man, but you could hardly
call him white oriented."
"Didn't I read in the paperse
where he is married to a white
woman?" asked Simple.
"His private life in his own
business," I said. "What I am
talking about is his public
statements. LeRoi is even more
of a black nationalist than you
are."
"I bet he is not blacker," said
Simple. I am one of the blackest Negroes God's got. And
proud of it!"
"I am not speaking in terms
of complexions," I stated. "Besides, there is nothing to be
proud of in just being black
alone. Blackness is as blackness
does.
"Certainly the great and good
things Africa and Afro-Americans have given the world are
to be loved and prized—maybe
even boasted about. But when
you use the word white as if it
were a synonym for all villainy,
I don't agree with you, friend.
Remember that white postman, Moore, killed in the
night? Remember Rev. Reeb
beaten to death in Selma? And
that white woman shot last
week on a lonely Alabama road
transporting freedom marchers
from Montgomery, Mrs. Liuzzo.
Remember?
"I grieve in my heart for
that woman." said Simple.
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Four Memphians Get
Degrees At Tuskegee

History Prof
Gets Grant For
Research Project

Selma Relief Funds
Intact, Says Cleric

!tumors that an undetermined and to correct past errors that
Dr. Clifton H. Johnson, proamouht of money has been have occurred . . the officials
fessor of history at LeMoyne,
has been awarded a post-doctor- stolen from the Selma Emergen- of SERF request that all aid and
al grant of $1,000 for summer cy Relief Fund were flatly de- support . . . be sent directly to
study and research.
nied by a spokesman for the the Selma Emergency Relief
The grant was provided by Dallta County Voters League Fund Service headquarters at
IBM (International Business that administers the fund.
First Baptist Church, 7)9 Sylvan
Machines) through the United
While it was rumored that a St., Selma, Ala. For further inNegro College Fund, a national Negr, • misterl
from Birming- formation call the office at 205fund raising agency for 33 mem- ham was suspected of mishandber colleges and universities. ling funds, a spokesman for the 8-4-7331 or 205-874-4385.
The grant will permit Dr. fund told the DEFENDER the
Johnson to continue research he question ha..: been cleared up.
is doing in connection with the
According to the Rev. Fredabolitionist movement and the erick Douglass Reese, the disreconstruction,
puted sum was in the form of
He expects to gather mater- checks cont:ibuted by organiial during the summer at the zations during a tour of Negro
president of the Southein Chris- ''Move with dignity and let
Library of Congress, Oberlin Selmans to Northern cities. The
tian Leadership Conference, was no man pull you so low that you
College and Fick University. checks, Rev. Reese stated,
the Commencement speaker. In are given to hatred. Resist tha
• were turned into the Fund ofhis address, Dr. King cited "the seeds of violence so that unborn
fice." Ile added:
evil of racial injustice," "the generations will not reap the
"If money were actually missevil of poverty," and "the evil fruits of chaos," he said.
in,, I would be concerned and MILWAUKEE, Wis. —(UN)
\vivid have vigorously protest- — Five clergymen among nine
sume question of a personal persons arrested when they sat
down in a street to block a
grudge."
The condition of the Negroes bus in a school integration disin Selma, Dallas County and pute.
other Black Belt areas is acute. The ministers were demonThe French department of French Language Institutes for
Over 1,70(1 applications for fi- strating at the Siefert School
Dr. Juanita Williamson, a Le- nancial assistance, clothing and with the Milwaukee
Stillman college at Tuscaloosa, French teachers in the U. S.
United
Moyne graduate and a profes- for'' have been processed, rep. School
Ala., has received a special a- The Treteau de Paris theater
Integration Committee.
sor of English at the college, resenting some 10,001 people, They were
ward from the organization La group presented L'Alouette on
attempting to halt
Bonne Volonte Franco-Ameri- the campus. Plans are being
will serve as associate director all of whom have been denied the busing of
Negro puplis from
of a French Institute, June 14- assistance from public agencies.
caine in Paris.
made to have the Treteau reSiefert to school in white
The award accepted by Julia turn in the fall of 1965.
Aug. 7, at Hampton Institute in The dirge of needy families areas.
Tidwell, head of the depart- Stillman College takes pride
Virginia.
grew out of the firing of individment, was made in tribute to
The summer session will deal uals who participated in any Although the classes a r e
the college's afforts to spread in its Modern Language Dewith teaching of high school rights protests. Each of the moved into white areas, they
French culture in this country partment which now offers maFrench and will be offered to cases has been investigated and are not integrated with white
and
Spanish.
in
both
French
jors
and for its contributions toward
secondary teachers under the everything possible is being pupils in keeping with school
fostering better relations be- T h e language laboratory
National Defense Education Act. done to ve that the families board policy.
which was installed in 1962 has
tween France and the U.S.
She also is scheduled to lec- most in need of assistance re- School Supt. Harold Vincent
expanded
and
Some of the College's efforts recently been
ture during the summer to Eng- ceive help. Rev. Reese said.
said the busing was only tembeing
made
to
imthe
plans
are
follow:
In
have been as
lish teachers at Ball State in
Those who wish to make con- porary and it was not feasible
summers of 1963 and 1964 Still- prove and increase the offerings
Indiana and South Carolina tributions are warned against to mix the groups. The school
man was host to two NDEA made by the department.
State in Orangeburg.
donating to door to door col- board said the children mingle
Dr. Willliainson served as a lectors who are not authorized for recesses and at lunch.
linguist under the NDEA pro- by SERF to solicit funds. If The clergymen, four Protested for her "contributions to the struggle gram at Southern University, there is any doubt, citizens are ants and a Catholic, were
MERIT AWARD RECIPIENTS — TuskeBaton Rouge, La., during the urged to contact the Selma Em- charged with disorderly confor full equality of all races." Mrs. Hubgee's 1965 Alumni Merit Award recipients
summer of 1961, and at Atlanta ergency Relief Fund office. A duct. After they were lifted
achieveoutstanding
bard was cited for her
are: Mrs. Charlotte Hubbard (left), deputy
University during the summer report from that organization into a paddy wagon, three othment in public service. The awards were of 1963.
assistant secretary for public affairs, DeThree Negro agricultural offi- culture agencies.
stated:
er demonstrators sat d o w n,
given during Tuskegee's Commencement
She studied Russian last sumcials were recently presented The honorees were Mrs. Pau- partment of State, Washington, D.C.; and
"To avoid further difficulties but were also removed.
Mrs.
leadexercises
en
Amelia.
P.
Boynton,
civil
rights
may
31.
mer
on
a
fellowship
at
Indiana
Brown,
assistant
state
Superior Service Awards for line R.
er from Selma, Ala. Mrs. Boynton was citUniversity.
helping marginal-income fami- supervisor of Extension Service
tasks with unusual dependability was cited "for exemplary atti"for performance of essential tude and industry in executing
lies to make better use of their home demonstration work in trative assistant in the Office of wards, and seven received Dis- lege, was cited "for achieveeffectively utilizing available re- and cooperativenenss, involving difficult assignments in meetresources, for facilitating the Texas; James 0. Hayden, super- Management Services..
tinguished Service Awards.
ment in supervisory leadership sources."
supervision of seasonal labor- ing and dealing with others,
visor of laborers in agriculture's
classing of cotton for thousands Austin, Texas, cotton classing Orville L. Freeman presented Mrs. Brown, who was born in lot staff in development of co- Mr. Hayden, who was born in ers in cotton classing opera- training subordinates, and in
of farmers, and for improving a office; and Theadore A. Pitts, the awards. Altogether, 79 em- Smithfield, Texas, and earned ordinated programs, and assis- Littig, Texas, and farmed with tions."
maintaining high morale among
number of management services who rose form an assistant mes- ployees were honored; 72 were B. S. and M. S. degrees at Prat- lance to marginal-income fami- his father before entering gov- Mr. Pitts, who was born, rear- employees of the 18-agency servernment
services,
was
honored ed, and trained in Washington, ices group."
for 18 U. S. Department of Agri- senger to become an adminis- presented Superior Service A- ne View Texas, A and M Col- lies in their adoption of practices
Four hlemphians were among of war" as the three problems
the 350 students at Tuskegee In- facing man.
stitute to receive baccalaureate He warned the audience, "we
must not become complacent."
degrees on May 31. They were But, "we're going to gain freeMarilyn I'Dell Isabel, Eula Ma- dom because America's goal is
rie Perry, Nellie Frances Ware, freedom. The sacred heritage of
and David Nathaniel Carnes III. a nation and the will of God
Other Tennesseeans to receive are involved in this."
degrees were James Harold The baccalaureate service
Brown, Knoxville; Edna Oburla speaker, Dr. William J. VillaWomack, Jackson; Jean Helen ume, president of Waterloo (OnTipton, Covington; and Barbara tario, Canada) Lutheran Univerean Robinson, Constance Marie sity cautioned the audience to
McCrorey, and Ernestine Shank, employ means as pure as the
end they seek in their "rightall of Chattanooga.
segregaDr. Martin Luther King, Jr., eous protest against
Nobel Peace Prize Winner and tion."

rong.
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Dr. Williamson
To Teach French
During Institute

Arrest Clerics
In Milwaukee
School Furor

Three Receive Awards
From Orville Freeman
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CITY
IG
ONE OF MEMPHIS' NEWEST MOST
COMPLETE WIG SALON

*n to

to you

college

GRAND
OPENING
CELEBRATION
SALE

GRAND'
OPENING
WEEK

in the

s, and

ry are

Two $50.00 Gift Certificates towards the purchase of any
"GENERAL WIG"
Valued from $119.95 to $179.95
Styled Free — In Winner's Choice of Color

out of

`LeRoi

vright.

i- lly, a
ishinga colhardly

paperse
white

is own
, I am
public

1 More
an you

$100.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE Toward The Purchase
Of a "FASHION TRESS" WIG
Valued From $178,95 to $450.00
Styled FREE—In Winner's Choice of Color

GIFT CERTIFICATE for FREE STYLING and CLEANING
For The Life of Any WIG Purchased From WIG CITY
FREE ---With The First 8 Vanity WIGS Purchased
A BEAUTIFUL TURBAN WIG

terms

1. "Beto be
black
ckness

d good*
Amer--Id are
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illainy,

friend.
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•
WIG CITY GRAND OPENING SPECIAL PRICES:
100% HUMAN HAIR WIGS-Limited Color and Quantity
PRESTYLED ON HEAD & STAND
WHILE THEY LAST $31.95*
*Cash and Carry Only, Sorry No Layaways
REGULAR $119.95—$139.95—$159.95
100% HUMAN HAIR WIGS
Written Guarantees--Styled FREE
WIG BOX & WIG HEAD INCLUDED
THIS WEEK ONLY—$99.95—S119.95—$139.95
Any Order Talt•n For A ."MAN'S WORLD HAIRPIECE" During Our
Opening Week Celebration Will B. Discounted 15% From Our Regular
Price"
.•Teupsnts, FIll-In•, B•ords & Moustaches Will Be Fitted By Our Trained Cone
sultan} In A Private Fitting Areo.

irchers
Liu zzo.

r t for
le.

100% HUMAN HAIR WIGS — Limited Colors
STYLED FREE BY OUR LICENSED BEAUTICIANS
ONLY $49.95 — Layaways and Terms Available
Limited Quantity of
FAMOUS LABEL NATIONALLY ADVERTISED WIGS
PRESTYLED DISPLAYS AND SAMPLES
VALUES TO $300.00
Layaway and Terms Available

100% HUMAN HAIR WIG
VALUED TO $159.95 — STYLED FREE
IN WINNER'S CHOICE OF COLOR

," said
blackAnd

Mon. June 14
THRU
SAT. JUNE 19

44

1129 SO. BELLEVUE BLVD

ACROSS FROM LEONAD'S BAR B.O.

COME IN
REGISTER
FREE PRIZES
DAILY

GIFT CERTIFICATE
FOR FREE STYLING AND
CLEANING OF ANY WIG
PURCHASED FROM WIG CITY
YOU DON'T HAVE
TO BE PRESENT
TO WIN
DRAWING HELD
NITELY AT 8:00 PM

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
OPEN MUTELY TIL 10:00 PM
DURING OPENING WEEK

MON. THRU SAT.

948-7870

Why wait...First National's .
new savings plans are paying'
higher interest rates
right now!
1. NEW!... MONTHLY INCOME BONDS
WILL PROVIDE YOU WITH AN
INTEREST CHECK EVERY MONTH!'
Here's the perfect savings opportunity for people with fixed incomes,or
for.those who find it desirable to live within a budget. New First
National Monthly Income Bonds are available in units designed to
produce a monthly income as low as $5.00. Issued in amounts of $1500
or more. 4% interest automatically credited to your account or paid by
monthly check. Interest rate guaranteed.
monthly
amount
monthly
amount
check
of bond
check
of bond
$20.00
$
6,000.00
$
5.00
$1,500.00
$26.67
$ 8,000.00
$10.00
$3,000.00
$33.33
$10,000.00
$15.00
$4,500.00

4.

DEFERRED
INCOME BONDS

5.

(Certificates of Deposit)
This bond is designed to defer
tax liability up to 5 years to allow
possible tax savings. First National
Deferred Income Bonds are
particularly suitable for people
approaching retirement, who
anticipate reduced income,or for
those whose incomes vary
considerably from year to year.
These high-quality, high-income
certificates may not be redeemed
until maturity.
•Available for 2,3,4 or 5-year terms!
•Combines highest yield with bank
safety.
•Interest compounded quarterly
to yield 4.407( or a 22% return on
original investment attheend of
five years.
•Issued in multiplesof $100and up.

SAVINGS
CERTIFICATES
OF DEPOSIT

These flexible, high-yield
certificates are issued for any length
of time from 90 days to one year.
They are tailor-made for people who
want their investment to start
earning an immediate return(even
after 10th of month) since
certificates may be issued on any
business day.First National
Savings Certificates can be issued
to individuals,joint owners or
children,and are an ideal
investment for non-profit
institutions.
•Interest compounded quarterly,
for an actual yield of 4.06% per
annum when held one year.
•Interest earned and paid from
exact date of issuance to date of
redemption.
*Iniertlat rate guaranteed; no price
fluctuations.
•Issued in any amountfrom $100 up.

SATUI
no

2.SAVINGS BONDS 3.INTEREST BONDS
(Certificates of Deposit)

(Certificates of Deposit)

These discounted Bank Savings
Bonds constitute an excellent,
high-yield security for a majority
of investors.They may be
purchased in small,initial low-cost
unitssingly,or as part of a
systematic monthly savings
program. Their high-yield,
redeemability and relatively short
term(5 years) give them a
flexibility of particular interest to
the small investor.They make ideal
gifts for any occasion.
•Priced below face value to produce
4.40%,or 22% return over the 5-year
term of bond!
•Available in these units:
your cost
face value
$20.49
$25.00
$40.98
$50.00
$81.95
$100.00
$409.77
$500.00
$819.54
$1,000.00
$4,097.72
$5,000.00
$8,195.44
$10,000.00

Thanks to these fully guaranteed,
interest-bearing securities,the
large or medium-size investor can
obtain an unusually good return
on Ws money,with no long term
risk. First National Interest Bonds
are designed to mature in 5 years,
but have special redemption
provisions any time after 90 days
from date of issue,or on monthly
anniversary dates with 30 days'
written notice.They are specially
attractive to those investors wishing
to deal in even amounts,thus
simplifying record keeping.
•Interest compounded quarterly
to yield 4.40% or a 22% return on
original investmentat the end of
five years.
•Redeemable with interest before
maturity in accordance with
schedule on back of bond.
•Guaranteed rate of interest!
•Issued in multiples of $100 and up.

6. NEW!...FIRST NATIONAL SAVINGS
ACCOUNTS WILL PAY4%INTEREST

COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY
Effective July 1st, First National Savings Accounts will pay interest of
4%,the highest rate of interest permissible.What's more,by compounding
interest quarterly,instead of just twice a year, your money in a First
National Savings Account enjoys an even higher yield. And for another big
plus, First*National gives you a choice of passbook or no-passbook service.
For highest return, maximum safety and utmost convenience,open your
First National Savings Account today.
•Available with or without passbook!
•4%interest,compounded four times per year for highest bank yield.
•Quarterly statements furnished.•Open your account with $5.00 or more.

Get information on any of these excellent savings plans at any First National office,or mail coupon today with your

check

•
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START YOUR ACCOUNT TODAY WITH THIS COUPON.

FIRST
NATIONAL
BANK

Customer Service Dept.
First National Bank
Box 84, Memphis,Tenn. 38101
Please issue the
Gentlemen: My check is enclosed for $
below:
shown
names)
(or
following certificate of deposit in the name
0 1. Monthly Income Bond
cl 2. Savings Bond
0 3. Interest Bond
• (length of time).
0 4. Deferred Income Bond for
(length of time).
for
05.Savin Certificate of Deposit
below.
styled
as
6. Open,my Regular Savings Account

)

my family.
Li Please send information on how the above plans can work for me and

Name(s)
Address_
MEMPHIS.TENNESSEE / MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

City

State

Zip Code

Wit
Sun
"Mi
frie
"Pe
Ankdol •
*Pea 6

5
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,Mrs. Clay Calls Divorce Plan Rumors False
Mrs. Cassius Clay (Muham- At a recent Muslim national
mad Ali), according to a let- convention here. Muhammad
ter written in her name, has blasted women who preferred
called all reports that she is the style of the world to the
seeking a divorce from her covert life of Muslim women.
However, at that time, he said
Muslim husband "false."
The letter, addressed to the Mrs. Clay would soon come ineditor of the Chicago DEFEN- to the fold.
DER, stated:
She hasn't.
"Your paper has recently According to one of the oricarried the story implying that ginal reports, Mrs. Clay was
I have left my husband Mu. consulting with a local attorney
hammad Ali (Cassius Clay, in the rumored divorce plan.
Chauncey
Jr.), and am considering a di. Chicago
attorney
vorce. This report is untrue." Eskridge, who claims to be the
Sonji
Mrs. Clay, formerly
couple's lawyer, denied any
Mari Roi, added that she was knowledge of such a plan.
the
at
disturbed
very upset and
Eskridge stated: "I don't
items appearing in several know anything about any such
newspapers.
plans, and, personally, I don't
News of the alleged split believe it." Muslim spokesman
broke almost simultaneously in John Ali remarked similarly.
New York and Chicago when Clay several times during the
two columnists reported that last week was spotted in ChiClay's ex-model wife was "fed cago. Several persons said they
up" with the heavyweight saw the champ, surrounded by
champion's efforts to convert bodyguards, in the loop. Musher to Muslimism.
lim spokesmen denied knowAccording to reports, the ledge of his whereabouts.
couple's marriage has been off At DEFENDER press time,
balance over the religious is- the couple was scheduled to
sue since its inception, many
feel Mrs. Clay's refusal to join dine with sect leader Muhamhas been a sore point to cult mad in his Hyde Park-Kenwood
mansion
leader, Elijah Muhammad.

•
f

"r'"' 7
CONGRATULATIONS
North Carolina College president Samuel
P. Massie congratulates William E. Barco,
a native of Norfolk, Va., as he confers the
bachelor of laws degree at the college's
40th. commencement. Barco, a Marine

•

•

Corps veteran who has been confined to
a wheelchair for 15 years, was one of six
Jaw students receiving degrees.

Denies Hearing
On La. Sheriff
Murder Case

FRANKLINTON, La.—(UPI) Ington Parish (count) Sheriff's
—Dist. Judge Jim W. Richard- Department. They were the
son denied accused murderer first and only two Negroes to
Ernest Ray McElveen an im- be hired.
Moore will be buried d
mediate bond hearing.
McElveen, a Bogalusa, La., nado Wednesday afternoon. Ile'
MRS. CASSIUS CLAY
papermill laboratory technician is survived by his widow apci
and part-time insurance man, four children,
is charged with the ambush
of Negro Deputy Sherur
murder
iff O'Neal Moore last Wednesthe "invisible empire" drum Klan-type groups or 'gun clubs,' day night.
UNITED PRESS
plus others who, without any McElyeen's lawyer. Ossie
INTERNATIONAL
up membership
By LILLIAN S. CALHOUN Ian, had been picked up because individuals, I find it very hard a white social worker, and she
ATLANTA — (UPI) — About "You're either an integra- formal Klan affiliation, stand Brown of Baton Rouge, La.,
500 Ku Klux Klansmen, includ- tionist or a segregationist," ready to do its work of terror." asked Richardson to call a hear- A highly placed police offi- she was going home late and to get people to see the advis- said she was sure that they were
ing accused killers, marched in said the 21-year-old Wilkins. Since late 1962, the Ku Klux ing, but the judge said the cial admitted that although he was though to be a prostitute. ability of using good judgement not given the intensive search
She was subjected to the inten-'in each situation." He added that either.
stony silence down Peachtree "And if you're a segregationist Klan has been linked to nine court docket is heavy and he was "shocked" to learn of it,
the department is considering However, Atty. Joseph Keig
sive search.
Confederate you got to belong to the Klux racial slayings in the South. doubted whether the key witStreet carrying
the Chicago police lockup rou- "However, after investigation giving "special treatment in the
Sr., representing a dozen demKlansmen also have been link- ness in the case, Creed Rodflags, placards and babes in Klan."
tinely subjects all women pri- then and earlier, I was told that onstrators," implying no intenonstrators sentenced in MuniciDuring the rally. Klan attor- ed by authorities to a series of gers, was in any condition to
arms.
a complete strip his is routine at the womea's sive search for them.
to
soners
bombings
and
burnings
pal Court last Wednesday, noted
appear at a hearing.
Klan leaders, including "Im- ney Murphy talked for almost church
search of person.
prisoners
women
all
for
lockup
North
Benton,
Charles
Mrs.
'
in his summation that all of the
perial Klonsel" Matt Murphy, 30 minutes until a Grand Ora- in Mississippi last summer.
The key witness was with This was substantiated by Lt.
exception.
without
year
a
socialite
arrested
Shore
Ala.,
Linden.
arrested girls had been given
later spoke for about two hours gon gently tugged at his sleeve At a rally at
Moore when he was slain by Paul Duellman, chief of the
ago in a civil rights demonstra-'the strip search last March.
from atop a flatbed truck in and told him his time was up. some 75 men took the oath of a night riding gunman. Moore lockup, who said the search Col. Wilson continued: "After
feel
charge
five
in
over
hours,
people
tion
held
the
and
all,
secret
Mrs. Frances King, mother of
Hurt Park to a crowd about Murphy attacked civil rights membership into the
was shot in Varnado, a small was conducted of women pri1,000 per sons Including a organizations and called Ala- order which is barred in some town seven miles north of Bo- soners singly in a cell by two they must be scrupulously care- told the Prefender that she was Claudia King, told the Defender:
a
search.
given
strip
not
to
injury
avoid
to
order
in
ful
tilt&
the
barns Gov. George Wallace states from wearing
"Claudia, Sherri Land, Susie
sprinkling of Negroes.
galusa.
who re- any of the inmates.
They took away my belt and Bill were all made to strip and
The turnout was considerably "a great governor." The Klans- tional peaked hoods. However, McElveen was arrested in women police matrons
remove her „They
to
girl
"every
quire
sources
enforcement
have
law
consider this standard ishoes and patted me there and
less than the 2,000 Klansmen men cheered,
Tylertown, Miss., late the same clothes and then to squat —
squat down and the policewomoperating procedure. Remember there," Mrs. Benton said. She
which Georgia Grand Dragon After the eight-block march, reported, that the Klansmen night and charged with the
obscenely —
around
jump
not
en called them 'tramps' and
slaying.
other
secret
in
two
hoods
with
the
cell
of
a
is
wear
their
of
often
shared
clientele
that most
Calvin Craig had predicted for members of the Klan ladies
but to squat down. There is a very low order. As to other demonstrators, girl student and 'junkies'."
what Klan leaders said was auxiliary signed up about a meetings.
At first he fought extradition, nothiNg indecent about it,"
new members. At Bogalusa, La., an investi- but 1ater relented and was
the flrst march of its kind in half dozen
DueiRnan declared.
the
About two dozen men filled out gation was under way ainto
Atlanta in about 35 years.
Negro brought to Franklinton, the Asked if the wife of a promislaying last week of
Toward the rear of the line application forms.
parish seat, and held without nent businessman or important
marched Collie Leroy Wilkins A report just issued by the deputy sheriff and the shooting
public official were brought in
William Eaton, two of three Anti-Defamation League (ADL) into a law enforcement official's bond'
Rogers identified the truck n a murder charge — if she
active
been
has
Klan
The
home.
the
"provable
Ransmen accused of killing estimated that
from which police said the fa- would be subjected to such inwhite civil rights worker Mrs. hardcore" membership of the in Rogalusa's racial difficul. tal shots were fired. McElveen tensive sehrch, Duellman anties.
nation
the
Viola Gregg Liuzzo near 'Layne- Ku Klux Klan across
was seen driving a similar swered: "Yes, of course.
Street
Peachtree
The
stands at about 10,000.
vile, Ala., March 25.
truck.
"I would be open to even
rally
a
by
preceded
was
parade
added
Wilkins wort a mistrial in the But the ADL report
The only other witness to the more criticism if I showed any
some
by
attended
Atlanta
in
inempire
case due to a hung jury. He, that "the invisible
shooting said he could not iden. favoritism. She might be secretEaton and the third Klansman, cludes an additional 25,000 to 600 persons who listened to
the color or model of the ing a razor to harm herself or
became Klan celebrities, travel- 35,000 like-minded racists who Klan officials speak in the "`Y
money to buy favors."
truck.
ing across the South to help belong to an assortment of light of a cross illuminated by Brown said his client has de- The rationale of the all-out or
red lightbulbs.
flied any connection with the all-in search of women ks that
"This is one Baptist minister
crime and that a bond hearing it is "a protection measure for
the federal government ain't is due McElveen.
all women in custody," against
ever going to integrate," cried
hidden weapons or narcotics.
one unidentified speaker in a Law enforcement officers be- Lt. Duellman said, "Not a day
lieve at least three men were
red robe.
am- goes by without finding someThe ADL report said mem. involved in the nightrider
thing secreted within a woman
bership in the various splinter bush—one to drive and two to prisoner."
and
Klan groups is kept top secret, fire a high-powered rifle
He said women h-A hidden
The organization's report ap. a shotgun.
broken razor blades and money
parently was based on reports A 625,000 reward was offered in their bodies. "We have hadl
by Gov. John J. McKeithen for women use the rubber fingers
from informants in the Klan.
Klan leaders have long re- the arrest and convietioo of the that accountants use to hold a
fused to discuss their strength killers,
roll of bills which is then insertexcept to describe its growth
Moore and Rogers were hired ed in the body."
in glowing terms. They base it nearly a year ago by the Wash- However, he admitted that out
largely on hardcore resentment
of 60 women searched a day,
to federal civil rights legislathe intensive search may distion and Negro demonstrations.
close a contraband item on only
The ADL report said:
one or two.
'The Klan's violent activities
Col. Minor Wilson, the departhave helped attract significant
ment's second-ranking officer,
new membership and support NEW YORA, — (NP!) — A admitted that the procedure used
during the last six months. As "racial disorder" on the beach with women prisoners is "ratha result, the hooded orders are at Far' Rockaway, Queens, re- er shocking and it is why we
in the midst of one of the sulted in the arrest of 12 teen- try to avoid bringing in any
periodic upswings on the fluc- agers. The brawl between Ne- women for traffic violations. We
tuating graph of their strength groes and whites attracted four ask them to sit In the district
in recent years.
police cars and 10 policemen to station under the watchful eye
"In the fates 1950s and early the crowd of about 150 persons. of the watch commander be1960s," the report continued Of the 12 arrested, eight — cause we don't want them to get
proper "beach weather" ruling Chicago "the white citizens councils, 17-19 — were charged with dis- the lockup.
whose weapon was economic orderly conduct. Four 15 year- "Obviously," Wilson laughed,
Sunday, Sherry "Peaches" Brewer, runner up in
The youthful performer was on the
In recalling his own school days
pressure,
spearheaded South- olds, including two girls, were "I've never seen it, but I think
"Miss Tan America" pageant and a group of
college's Durham campus to present
notes
while
singer
viewing
class
undignishockingly
rather
is
it
ern resistance to the impera- charged with juvenile delinfriends took to the water like ducks. With tives of desegregation. Today, quency.
a concert. From left a r e Virgie
Johnny Nash gave a good account of
fied."
Jones, of Hamle t, Nash; Myra
"Peaches" are left, Loreha Williams, Pat Ran- the Klans have replaced the de- All four of the juveniles are "Some time ago" he continuhimself and left these North CaroRouse, senior, of Kinston; and Sandolph and Jane Foster on the n e w 31st Street clining councils as the symbol Negroes. Of the others, four ed, "I became a hit outraged
lina College coeds no need to specuwaita
and the instrument of last- are Negroes and four are because I learned that
Wright, sophomore, of Gastonia.
Can't
dra
Read."
Johnny
"Why
on
'Peach. (Cleo Lyles Photo)
late
wornress, a very respectable
whites.
ditch resistance."

KKK Marches In
Atlanta Streets

9

Bodily Probes Are Routine Says Cop
9

Nab 12 In N. Y.
Racial Disorder

SINGING STAR VISITS CAMPUS
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CADDINGS'
One of the anomalies of the news-gathering business is
that GOOD NEWS seldom gets printed . . . Of course.
I am not referring to the real BIG good news . . . Like
PEACE Being Declared in Viet Nam ... or. .. ALL ATOMIC
weapons being dumped into the sea . . . I mean just the
dry-along-so good news. .. .
buying
If a man and his wife are getting along, fine , .
a home . . . educating their children and atterunng cnurcn
• every Sunday . . . Who needs it? . • Now if HE cuts HER
• throat on the way to CHURCH . . Or the children drop out
of school and start robbing gas stations . . . This is real big
news and gets printed on Page One in 72-point type. . . The
Press itself has a rule of thumb about this approach to news.
. Dog bites man! . . . No story! . . Man bites dog! Story! ! !
In other words it is perfectly normal for a DOG to bite a
according to the inherent characteristics of both
man and dog . . .
People helping their neighbors is NOT news . . . People
vandalizing their neighbors IS news . . .
That is the way. it goes ! ! ! MRS. ROBERT VANN, publisher of the COURIER, up to her recent retirement, never
came to grips with news in the idiom of this column . . . .
She said one time she would like to publish a paper with
nothing but GOOD NEWS in it. . . . In the interest of selling
.. the publication, there was always pressure to get her out of
this idea . . . She never really gave in ! ! ! !
. Conflict ...
Most people are interested in controversy
and just plain trouble ..and in some kind of psychotic way are
intrigued and entertained by them . A good juicy murder,
with gory details of dismembered limbs and such, sells papers like hot cakes . . . it never ceases to amaze me when
I see a nice little old lady devouring the blow-by-blow description of the seamy 'side of life. . .
* ••
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Miss Beatrice Long
Honored AtShower

Miss Ary Bailey Feted
At Retirement Dinner

A dinner honoring Miss Ary
PRESENTED GIFT
S. Bailey, a member of the fac- A chest of silverware was
It was a memorable party giv.
MEMENTOES GIVEN
ulty
of
Douglass
Elementary
an for Miss Beatrice Nell Long, In addition to the lovely bufpresented to Miss Bailey by
bride-elect of Robert Wesley fet, Mrs. Lucas presented to was held last week at the HoliMrs. Betty F. Chism a secon
day
Inn
restaurant
on
the
River
McGee. Mrs. Sammie Lucas en- each guest, a beautiful ash tray
•
Bluff, and a number of her grade teacher at Douglass 11ertained at a miscellaneous as a memento of the party.
mentary.
friends and fellow workers were
shower on Friday, June 4 at her
Bridge, whist, and other present.
Guests present were Mrs.
well -appointed home on 6755
games were played. Guests win- The dinner honored Miss Bai- Maxine Allen, Thomas BrownWalsh Road, Millington.
ning prizes were :Miss Marie ley, who lives at 784 Neptune, lee, Dr. Charles Dinkins, Milton
Mrs. Annie McGee ,the bride- Long,
Mrs. Clifford Crawford, on her retirement after 40 years Barber, Mrs. Dorothy Green,
groom's mother, was special Mrs.
Mrs. Marie S. Motlow, Mrs
Esadora Scott, and Mrs. in the teaching profession.
guest, and was presented a love- Sam
Tributes to the longtime edu- Ruth Biggs, Mrs. Lizzie Hill,
Montgomery.
ly white corsage by Mrs. Lucas.
cator were given by Rev. H. C. Mrs. Callie Stevenson, Mrs
The table was beautifully dec- Some of the other guests pre- Nabrit, pastor of First Baptist Sara Ball, Mrs. Delores
S.
orated with clusters of flowers sent were Mrs. Vernon Bacon, Church Lauderdale; Jesse D. Thompson and Robert Williammirrored with crystal and sil- Mrs. Jimmy Jordan, Mrs. Springer, former Douglass prin- soh..
ver. Some of the silver and chi- Charles Smith, Mrs. Minnie cipal now principal of Booker Miss Cornelia
C. Sanders,
na used are heirlooms wIjich Slaughter, Mrs. Mary Robinson, T. Washington High school and Principal of the
school, made
have been in Mrs. Lucas' family Mrs. Arthur Thompson, Mrs. Mrs. Lucille H. Brewer, a city the closing remarks,
which inFred Johnson, Mrs. R. J. Roidy, school
,for over ninety years.
supervisor.
cluded high tribute to miss
The delicious menu was pre- Other guests who were unable' Others on the program were Bailey and other members of
Phillip D. Dean, Mrs. Evelyn K. the Douglass Elementary facpared by the hostess and consist- to attend sent lovely gifts.
ed of chicken salad on lettuce Miss Long is the daughter of Kennedy and Alfred L. Motlow. ulty.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
W.
Long
leaf, tomatoes, "bundles" of
carrot-celery curls, potato chips, of Sheffield, Ala. She is a teachpeach halves, delicious, hot er at Mitchell Road School.
home-baked rolls, pink and The wedding will be solemnizwhite cake, ice cream and iced ed June 26, 1965 in Sheffield,
tea.
Alabama.

Beauty And
Beach Guide

Is

Memphis Links Add
One New Member• tlit

The Memphis Chapter of white, was sponsored bY her
Links, Inc., closed its season charming mother, Mrs. Robert
with a gala dinner party honor- Ratcliffe, a Memphis Link who
ing the Connecting Links and was welcomed into the Memtheir newest addition to the phis chapter several years ago,
Chapter membership. Also hon- as a transfer hon. the Pitt,
For beauty at the beach, keep BARE LEGS need flawless ored was Mrs. Caffrey Bartho- burgh Links where she was a
your tan under control, skin grooming. If you use a safety lomew who will be touring Eu- Charter member.
Mind you THE PRESS has no alternative . . . Being in
smooth and make-up simple. raiser, use body lotion or made. rope this summer with her Robert Ratcliffe, pleased and
the news-gathering business as a commercial enterprise with
KATHRYN TEASE
You're most likely to get a for-girls shaving cream for daughter, Mrs. Anne B. Harris, proud husband and father,
profit as the Motive . . . Papers and periodicals print what
Miss Roberta Mai Ratcliffe, holds the distinction of being a
sunburn between the hours of smoothest results.
will sell ... Most try to sandwich in the GOOD news .. Which
11 and 2, can burn even when
the charming and talented connecting Link to the first
* *•
is no doubt the reason for feature stories . . .The feature stothe sun isn't out, and should
Skin should he slippery-dry daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rob- mother and daughter particiries veer over to the controversial, however . But ocasionsunbathe no more than 30 mmert Ratcliffe became a Mem- pants in the Memphis chapter.
(talc
or preshave lotion helps)
ally you can get the public to read a feature story about how
utes the first day, according to
if you use an electric razor. phis Link. Installation ceremon- Links, Incorporated, a nasome successful man sold rags on the streets to get his start .
a beach beauty guide.
Some girls prefer a depilatory, ies led by Mrs. Floyd Camp- tional organization of women is
And don't wait until your skin
.. Few people are really interested in reading about silver-spoonbell, the chapter president outstanding from coast to coast
regrowth is less stubbly.
turns pink to cover up; redden.
mouth success. . . .There is no hope for Joseph Doakes in
Give legs and feet a daily were beautifully impressive for its contributions to civic,
A former Memphian now liv-aion of Women Students, Kappa ing
May take eight hours to rubdown with body
- success by inheritance . . . So why bother to read about it? ing in Oklahoma will claim hisiDelta Pi, Alpha Kappa Mu and
lotion or amid the soft glow of candle- cultural, social and educationshow,
•••
moisturizer: bath oils (includ- light and background music al affairs. The Memphis chapbride in Oklahoma City in a cer-.Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority.
N.
In the Civil Rights struggle . . • If at every turn of the meow scheduled to take place Miss Tease is listed in "Who's For a perfect tan, apply sun- ing the new sprays) help too. rendered by Mrs. W. H. Young. ter, numbers 20 whose roster
•• •
The quietly elegant South includes
many
outstandilla
tt,lio Among Students in Amen - tan cream or lotion every few
road to equal opportunity there had been no barriers . . . in JulyThe wedding will unite Miss can Universities and Colleges," hours. Protect eyes with cot- Smooth rough spots on heels Parkway residence of Dr. and women who are making thlINI
There is little doubt in my mind that we would have arrived
Mrs.
Oscar
with
a
Speight
pumice
Jr.
was
stone.
fitAnd
give
contribution
to
local projects in
at the present stage of achievement . . . Whatever that Kathryn Jewel Tease with Ma-!on the Dean's Honor Roll and is ton when sunning to avoid sun- feet weekly pedicures, filing ting background for the occaserious phases of community
jor Roy Wilson, son of John W. junior counselor for the fresh- circles; wear sunglasses at all
happens to be. . .
nails
sion
straight
Miss
across.
Ratcliffe,
radiant
in
life.
Wilson of McGehee, Ark., and man dormitory.
other times.
The entire thrus for human dignity by the Negro is Mrs. Leotha Brown of 1210 Chi- A 1961 graduate
• •
of Manassas
based on a program dramatizing the problem .
. This cago Ave., Memphis. ,
High School, Mr. Wilson is cur- LIPSTICK does more than
actually meats, that in every way possible we will ac- The bride is the daughter of rently employed with the Okla- make you look pretty at the
- centuate the NEGATIVE. . .
Nobody showed interest in Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Tease of homa City Board of Education. beach; it keeps lips sunproof
He is also a graduate of Lang- and soft. New this year: sheer,
the sit-ins until the proprietors of the establishments started Oklahoma City.
pouring condiments down the necks of the participants. . . . The bride-elect is a student :don University where he was a transparent colors and lipsticks
Climax your dinner tonight Maine blueberries.
Nobody paid any attention to Bull Connor until he ordered at Langston university, majoring member of Kappa Alpha Psi and with moisturizers added.
with a spectacular dessert — To complement the rich fruit
She is a member the Langston Alumni associa- Choose sunny shades to go
sociology.
in
out the police dogs and the fire hose and the electric
delicious appie strudel or any fillings, here are a few serving
with your tan. Keep the rest
of Sigma Rho Sigma, Associa- tion.
prods. . . . In fact I know some people in Birmingham
of your make-up simple: a
of the other three frozen ready- suggestions.
who thought he was a pretty good "Joe!!" . . Governor
to-bake strudels: cherry, peach, Blueberry strudel . . . Add
[touch of eyelash cream or pegratet: lemon or orange peel to
troleum jelly on lashes, or
Wallace wasn't really making any waves until he ordered
or blueberry.
waterproof mascara. For nonthe State Troopers to stop the marchers in Selma. . . The
In days gone by a dessert like whipped cream and serve.
beachy sun days try a film of
this would have meant hours Apple strudel . . . Steep 1 teamanner in which the marchers were stopped got the atsuntan lotion as a power base.
rip To Hot Springs
of work in the kitchen. Now it spoon mint flakes in 1 tabletention of everybody. . . . When white people began getis so easy to serve strudel be- spoon boiling water for 7 minting clobbered with the Negroes. . . . This became big Thirty-seven members of the Daniels, Mrs. Ruth Porter, Mrs.
cause it comes frozen, ready-to- utes. Pour through a strainer
news. . . . Back in the olden days when lynching was rife Young Women's Christian As- Inez Wallace, Mrs. Mattie Sanbake. Already for you to pop in and cool. Whip va cup heavy
and very often part of the entertainment at outdoor picnics. sociation took a pleasant one- ders, Mrs. Ida Harding, Mrs.
the oven, and, since you bake it cream, then fold in, 2 table. . . The news was printed and people were quietly horri- day trip to Hot Springs, Arkan- Willmena Moore, Mrs. Omie
yourself, it has a homebake spoons sugar and minted water.
!larding, Mrs. Ida Mae Harris,
fied and thought it ought to be stopped . . . nobody was sas, the latter part of May.
Serve as topping.
taste.
ever brought to trial and punished. . . All of a sudden, Promptly at six in the morn- Mrs. Robbie Daniels, Mrs.
. Serve with
Education is soir soundest investThe strudels are made of a Cherry saudel
the KLAVERN got bodacious and started lynching "MR. ing, the group left the Sarah Irene Sanders, Mrs. Iona Haror your favorite
ment and yields this greatest to. light textured, flaky pastry and vanilla
Brown
YWCA
well,
Branch
Mrs.
in
Emma
a
Wesson,
Miss
CHARLIE.'' . . . And that did it!!! . . . This was obviously
turns to the indi vidual, I, the filled with a generous amount cream.
chartered Greyhound bus and Maggie Newsum, Mrs. Ida Mae
of fruit filling. Only the choicest Peach strudel . . Add a little
a case of the MAN biting the DOG. .
economy, and to It,. country.
.
arrived in Hot Springs at ten Jones and Mrs. Barbara Dickfruits are selected: ripe Rio Oso ground nutmeg and cinnamon
The methods of the Civil Rights leadership are now that morning
In this world fa- croon.
Ed.cofiee
A...chalet peaches, plump whole cherries, or allspice to whipped cream
elin•4
being questioned by some rather well-intentioned people. moos resort town, the group And Mrs. Omega Shelto, Mrs.
succulent apples, and wild and serve.
. . . That is because they are not aware that the dog has 'took an extended tour of the Frances Littleton, Mrs. Roxie
stopped biting the man . . . As soon as it gets through to !city, visited the renowned I.Q.'Gunter, Mrs. Anna Owen, Mrs.
them they get the message . , . The fact that demonstra— Zoo to see the performing ani- Ruth Mason, Mrs. Hilda Helm,
lions and marches are no longer segregated.
. . Thatj mai TV stars, visited the alb- Mrs. M. Stevens, Mrs. Lutisha
white boys and girls went to the Mississippi Project toiga or farm, toured the Hot Brown, Mrs. Mary Reeves,
help the cause . . . attracted the big television networks !Springs museum, lunched at Mrs. Louise Gaston, Mrs. Carand reporters and cameramen from all over the worl . . . the National Baptist Hotel and rie Mae Myles, Mrs. Jessie
d.Bath house, and drank the hot Bell, Mrs. T. H. Watkins, Miss
The idea of interracial marching and demonstrating
MRS. ANN WEZTHERS
was water bubbling from under- Isabelle Greenlee, Miss E. Nasuicidal in the south . . . as everyone has now come to 'ground springs.
omi Cresswell, Mrs. Lula Greer,
know. . . So it was news. . . .
The group boarded the bus Mrs. Fannie Pierce, Mrs. EliThe man bites the dog when the persecuted refuse to .at six in the evening and ar- zabeth Porter, Mrs. Romia
defend themselves . . . The Rev, Martin Luther King in- rived back in Memphis at ten Reede, and Mrs. Addie G. OwYOU ASK FOR IT, WE
OUR TWO WEEK SPECIAL
sists that we LOVE our ENEMIES and PRAY for them. Ithat night.
en, branch executive director.
. . . We were all taught this rule of humanity but d never I Ladies making the trip were: The trip was sponsored by
WILL GIVE IT TO YOU.
, Mrs. Juanita Grandberry, Mrs. the World Fellowship CommitREG.
worked as well as it does now. . . .
Geraldine
Mrs.
Myrtle,tee.
Smith,
It is newsworthy because it is controversial. . . .
Every small child is inclined to knock his enemy's
The Central Region of Jack
& Jill Inc. will conduct its anblock off. . . . The enemy looks pretty mean when he
NOW $6995
nual convention June 25-26 on
kicks and prods defenseless people. . . And even the
the I.eMoyne College campus.
CONTINUED FOR AN INDEFINITE AMOUNT OF TIME
most apathetic are now of a mind not to want such
Mrs. Ann L. Weathers of Mempeople for friends. .. . .
phis will serve as general
830.00 off An Purchase Price
The crux of this essay is that we, the Negro, have had
chairman.
more help from enemies than from friends. ,. . It seems
More than 200 teenage memof Any Wig Wain Wig
bers of the association are eximperative that we give recognition to these enemies who
pected here from Oklahoma,
have turned out to be the best friends of our cause. . . .
According to the National Safety Council, the top
Styles
to
Please
Individual
Each
Missouri, Arkansas and TenThe idea of giving meritorious awards to people like
two causes for injuries and fatalities during the sum- nessee.
Personality - Styles By SpeeiallY
Governor Faubus may not appeal to you at first. . . . This
Mrs. Weathers said elaborate
is why I tried to set the scene in the previous paragraphs. mer months are motor vehicle accidents and falls.
plans are being made for the
Trained Fashion Stylists. Take
With all the traffic on the roads during July and
. . . We really ought to hire a big auditorium. . . . And :
convention and that local memwe ought to have some plaques made up. . . . They ought August, one can immediately comprehend the high rate bers are scheduling a get-acAdvantage of Our Special Styling
quainted party, tours, banquets
to read" For meritorious service to the Cause of The of auto accidents.
Offer on Tuesday. & Wednesday
The serious incidence of falls, money in payment for blittod; and cook-outs for the 'visitors.
Negro, above and beyond the call of duty," etc., etc. .
Only $3.00.
We should invite our so-called most important enemies. however, is not so 'commonly they want blood. Blood cannot
acknowledged or understood. be made by any scientific pro- ing his donation.
. . . Governor Faubus . . . Bull Connor , . . Ala. Sheriff
•• •
"
Should the donor prefer, he
cess except that which goes on
Approved Credit Applications
James Clark . . . Governor Ross Barnett . . .Governor
Mrs. Frances Miller
may request that his donation
Children fall from trees when within the human body.
Wallace . . Senator Barry Goldwater . • . Senator James they god climbing. Men fall
his
wife
cover
himself
for
and
And so, blood cannot he ob— No Money Down
Eastland . . . Robert Shelton of the Ku Klux Klan . . . from roofs when they are doing tained from any other source a two-year period, or his entire
12 Months To Pal'
Mayor Orville Hubbard. and so on. . . . I am sure you can repair work. Women fall out but the human body.
family (including all children
of windows when washing
There is a way in which in- under 19) for a one-year period.
add to this list
*SS
them.
dividuals ca., be covered for
Each of them could then be given a plaque for helpPeople fall up and down stairs blood assurance in the ChicagoWhen ones considers h o w
ing us. . . . The fact that they may or may not have
in their hurry to get in and out land area, and this is through much protection is offered for
intended to impede our progress is beside the point. . . . of places, they fall on hikes, the Cooperative Blood Replace- a one-pint blood donation,
and
In this kind of situation, the ends do indeed justify the on outings, off back porches, ment Plan.
when one couples this with the
•
•
•
means.
and sometimes even tripping
play-filled vacation days tilling
The Cooperative Blood Re- the summer months, it is not
This would be a kind of turn•the•other-cheek affair. . . . over their own feet!
or complicated placement Plan is a non-profit hard to understand why some
How do you think they would really feel'
. . being re- Simple falls
accidents
automobile
often Civic blood banking program 80,000 Chicago area residents
warded for intending to do evil. .
Evil which boomer- have common results —
pain, that works for hte individual have realized the importance
anged. . . .
of being prepared and have
expense, and misery. While no- and the community.
•••
joined the Cooperative Blood
In the same vein of news worthiness, we might body likes to think about
just reverse things and hand out brickbats to some of trouble, everybody should make ..It is set up to encourage Replacement Plan.
as much advance preparation blood donation for self-protec- For further information and
our "friends" who talk a good "game" but are seldom
as possible to protect them- tion, while at the same time, the address of your neighboraround when the going gets rough, . . .
these self-protective blood do- hood member-hospital, write
selves against the unknown.
nations add up to community the Cooperative Blood Replace•• •
It is entirely possible that some of our "awardees"
blood bank survival.
would not attend such a convocation as is proposed here
ment Plan, 2000 N. Lincoln
Practically everyone carries If an individual
wishes to Park West, Chicago, Ill. 60614.
(with tongue in cheek of course). . . . But then again some medical and/or hospital
Mrs. tuthunne Briggs
join the Plan he has only to go
some might he like a certain distinguished member of the insurance these days, but many to one of the 47
member-hosDetroit Common Council . . . He was invited to a recent of us are not aware that the pital blood banks and make a Expose Victims
affair (with tongue and cheek) and he came . . . (with cost of blood, that most precious one-pint blood donation. Upon WARSAW (UPI)—The bodies of
of body fluids, is usualy not this donation he becomes a about FM Nazi atrocity victims
And news being what it Is . . .
his foot in his mouth) .
covered in the policy.
member and is assured of all were found when heavy rains
lie got a nice bit of publicity for his scrapbook. . . . Those
•••
the blood he needs supplied caused the collapse of a wall at
who came out of loyally and dedication were not men- There is a good reason for
absolutely free, anytime with- a sand quarry in Rakow, ex.
tioned, . .
this. Hospitals do not want Mg the next four years follow- posing the mass grave
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This Week
In Negro
History

12, 1

ted
ler

;IFT
care Was
tailey by
a second's
'
glass

June 6, 1831 - First annual
convention of "People of Color"
opened in Philadelphia.
I June 7, 1799 - Alexander
Pushkin, grandson of a noted
African warrior who became
Russia's foremost poet a n d
writer, was born in Moscow.
June 8, 1950 - Bishop A. P.
Show establishes precedent last
being the first Negro , prelate
to preside over CaliforniaArizona conference of the
Methodist church.
June 9, 1911 - The Carnegie
corporation, which became the
basis for the philanthropic fund
that built many Negro libraries, received its charter to do
business in state of New York.
June 10, 1945 - Dr. liorace
Mann Bond was elected by the
trustees as the first Negro president of Lincoln University in
Pennsylvania.
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Memphian At Fisk Gets
Grant For Grad Studies
NASHVILLE-Two Fisk seniors, Clyde Briggs and Rita Sanders, have been awarded grants
of $4,000._by the U.'S. Department Foreign Affairs Scholars
program to enter the graduate
schools of their choice this fall.
Mr. Briggs is an economies
major from Ypsilanti, Mich.,
and Miss Sanders is a history
major from Memphis.
Two other Fisk students, Di-

ane Kenney and Beverley Williams, junior history majors,
were selected for participation
in a summer internship in three
major State Department agencies.
Nationally, Fisk ranked second to Harvard university in
the number of students chosen
to partiefrate from a single college in the foreign affairs program.

Evicted Cotton Pickers On
Pay Strike, Ask Legal Aid

Foresees Hotter
Harlem Summer Unless...

Powell

Bigotry Is Regional, Says Solon

ft

Everything's
old fashioned about
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l

Former Newsboy
Gets Degree In
Math From MSU

rul
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People, Places
And Problems

rich fruit
serving

RITA SANDERS

Alumni of LeMoyne singled standing members. On the reout Mrs. Ann L. Weathers as ceiving end were Jerry Taylor, 'MOST DESERVING' AWARD-Mrs. Lettie
and the reunion of the college's '5' classes.
Alumnus of the Year and pre- president of the LeMoyne Club
Mrs. Poston was co-chairman of the re•
Letitia Poston, a Shelby County school
ted the college nearly $2,500 in Washington, D. C.; James H.
'tonal' and chairman of the la7:5 class. Mr.
teacher, receives a special award from
cash gifts at the annual meet- Boyd, Mose Walker Jr. and Mrs.
Taylor is president of the LeMoyne Alumg of the General Alumni As- Lois H. Larry, all assistant prin- Jerry Taylor during annual meeting of
ni Club in Washington, I).C.
LeMot•ne's General Alumni Association
sociation and reunion of the '5' cipals; Miss Alene Sykes, social worker; Miss Eunice CarClasses.
Mrs. Weathers who is the wife ruthers, general chairman of the
of William Weathers, was pre- reunion; Mrs. Lettie Letitia Possented a plaque by the '5' class- ton, co-chairman of the reunion
es for her outstanding contribu- and chairman of the 1955 class,
tion to the alumni, college and and Dr. William MeCray, a I
BY BRENETTA HOWELL log that coin munication be- t ion.
community.. A Memphis school member of the faculty of Gramtween Muslim inmates and I In conclusion, Judge Austin
teacher, she is the outgoing pres- bling college in Louisiana.
A three-year court battle
ident of the LeMoyne Alumni Gifts to the college included ended when U.S. District Court Mtislim ministers presents a directed the Department of
Club of Memphis.
$1,175 raised by the General Judge Richard B. Austin hand- clear and present danger to Public Safety and the Warden
The '5' classes presented cita- Alumni Association through a ed down an opinion that the be- : prison security, such communi- ( Frank Pate) to "implement
on the big cotton and soybean
tions to Mrs. Emma H. Worrell, $1-a-month plan in memory of liefs of the Black Muslim or- cations should be allowed with- rules and regulations consist- LELAND, Miss., (UPI)-Ne- jobs.
supported by plantation following the walkallowable limitations and ent with this opinion."
only living member of the class he late Dr. W. 0. Speight Sr.; ganization constitue a
gro field, hands striking a 1,300- The strike was
reli- in
In conformity with prison prac- The historic opinion is expect- acre cotton plantation for bet- the Council of Federated Or. out. Many were taken into the
of 1895; Mrs. Anna Bell Kirk $500 from the LeMoyne Club in gion."
ed to particularly affect a
tices."
Alleyne of the class of 1905, and Memphis; $111 from the Washa Federal Court ganiaations and the National homes of friends and some
This action climaxed efforts The opinion also stated that large percentage of the Negro ter pay asked
Minto Mrs. Mary Peebles Bradley, ington Club; $300 from the '55
take jurisdiction over legal Council of Churches' Delta
to
wives and children were taken
Thomas Cooper, 34, an in- the denial of Muslims' rights population at Stateville, accord.,
a faithful LeMoynite of Calif. class; $160 from the '45 class; of
action brought against them by istry.
mate of Stateville Penitentiary to attend religious services log to Eskridge and Jacko,
The "Mississippi Freedom to a National Council of ChurAWARDS PRESENTED
the landowners.
$145 from the '35 class and $100
Labor Union." which has been ches Center near Jackson.
in Joliet, to WIn the right to while granting the same tights who said many of them had beThe 80 Negro farm workers building support among Negro The strikers, clairaing tracThe class of 1935 presented a from the other classes.
Muslim
his
faith,
practice
as
to prisoners of other faiths come Muslim converts at the sought to have the Federal
trophy to Torris J. Toney, prin. Alumni from Tennessee, Arfarm workers, was organized tor drivers were paid $6 per
Elijah Muham- would be religious discrimina- urging of Cooper.
courts take jurisdiction in an as another wing of the civil day and field hands $3 per day
cipal of Geeter High School. He kansas, Mississippi, Kentucky, espoused by
mad,
his
during
imprisonment.
action brought by plantation rights drive in Mississippi.
a member of the class.
Illinois, Michigan and Washingfor working sunrise , to sunset,
owner A. L. Andrews to limit The workers were evicted were asking a miniinum $1.25
a,3P The class of 1955 presented ton D. C. attended the two-day Cooper, sentenced to a total
evict
and
farm
picketing at his
of 200 years in prison for rob•
from their ramshackle tiomes per hour and shorter workdays.
awards to several of its out- event.
the workers from his tenant ---•----- • --bery and murder, has been rim
hotiaes.
fined since February 2, 1953.
Attorneys for Andrews filed
New York Atty. Edward W.
a motion asking U. S. District
Jacko and Atty. Chauncey EskSAN FRANCISCO -(UPI)- con.munities."
allow
ridge, of Chicago, told the DE- NEW YORK - In a New York "we, the elected leaders had not Judge Claude Clayton to
Sparkman, who w a s his
remain in the Wash- Whether you are a segregationFENDER that while Cooper was Wows conference, Adam Clayton been invited to the Gracie Man- the case to
ington County Chancery Court. ist depends upon where and party's 1932 vice presidential
jailed he was not permitted Powell predicted another "sum- sion session and we resent it,
according
you
how
reared,
are
Chancery Judge S. B. Thomnominee, pointed out that Alanot personally, but on the behalf
access to the Holy Quran and mer of discontent."
as issued an injunction at An- to Alabama Sen. John Sparkhams. has 67 counties of which
other publications concerning Apparently miffed over May- of the Negro people."
man.
drews' evicting the Negro field
half-dozen are "Negro
Other recommendations made hands, and restricting pickethis religion, was denied the or Robert F. Wagner's decision
He urged the 3,000 delegates only a
By FRANK STANLEY
right to attend group services to work on ways to ease immed- by Powell called for a new civil. ing by the strikers to only four
d visitors to the home build-dominated" aed hence having
of
conducted by a minister of his iate and projected problems in ian board to "bring in recom- pickets at a time.
ers' conference to reject civil difficulties war registration
May is destined to become 6. It covers the election of faith and was placed in the Harlem with Bayard Rustin mendanons to keep the kickrights workers' efforts to im. Negro voters.
sponwalkout,
unusual
The
one of this decade's most his- party officers;
prison's segregation unit for an and four other Negro leaders 'back racket out oi Harlem on sored by the civil-rights orien- pose an economic boycott on
He told a news conference "I
toric months. First, in Louis- 7. It permits Federal examin- unusually long time,
without consulting him, Powell housing." He said he would like ted "Mississippi Freedom La- Alabama. The Democratic Sen- believe in segregation, porticoville, and Kentucky, we have
to see a new interracial Police bor Union," started Monday ator ruggested that regarding larly where people have been
be drawn from anywhere Jacko and Eskridge, who re. lambasted the group as having
nominated more Negroes than ers to
presented Cooper during the been "elected to nothing and by Commissioner's squad to "watch when 70 field hands and 12 trac- segregation, "People should de- raised that way because of traSenthe
unlike
country,
the
in
ever for political offices. Alout for the few policemen in the tor drivers walked off their cide these matters in their home dition and custom.
trial phase of the litigation, nothing."
pitted ate bill which would tend to re- said that Cooper began his legal The group asked for the Gra- community giving strength and
are
though several
resia
Genquire an examiner to be
against each other in the
fight in the U.S. District Court cie Mansion meatIng with the comfort to the numbers banks
eral election in November, it dent of the state for which they with a pro se complaint (writ. New York Mayor to urge a job and dope pushers."
we
that
follow
naturally
assigned;
are
could
program that might avert new , The group lead by the militant
ten by himself) in 1962.
will have more Negro alder- 8. It would protect all regis- In the complaint, Cooper, troubles,
civil righter, Baynard Rustin,
men, more Negroes in the Ken- tered voters from intimidation, charged that his Constitutional Powell, when asked what he said that he would support
tucky General Assembly, and not only duly registered ones. rights guaranteeing him free- would propose, said he would "creative suggestions" from
o significant firsts - a NeObviously, -t h e prevailing dom of religion under the First like to see an interracial police Powell or anyone else and that!
Louisville Police Court hope of all Civil Rights advo- and Fourteenth Amendments, set-up with a Negro and white "any effort on the part of anyone
prosecutor, and a Negro Jef- cates, particularly voting were being violated.
policeman in every squad to do what we did not try to do,
field, is
ferson County Coroner.
rights, is that eventually the This lawsuit was dismissed. car; a Negro deputy police com- that is, to pre-empt the
May will likewise be remem- Senate will adopt the House A
subsequent attempt to in- missioner; no further use of bered as the month in which Judiciary Bill. And the real job stitute a suit, in the U. S. Cir- live ammunition in Harlem; the
the World's heavyweight beyond Tuesday's cloture is to cuit Court of Appeal was also opening of schools and playAll protect the Voting Bill against fruitless. The suit was dismis- grounds both days and eve-]
Champion Muhammad
(Louisyille's cwn Cassius Clay) weakening
nings; increase of youth workamendments, in sed there, too
in NYC
successfully def ended his both Houses of Congress.
However, according to the ers in all tro'uble spots
crown, and proved that the fiaanti-poverty
lawyers, the United States and a quickened
developside
interesting
An
sco in Miami was no fluke.
program for teenagers.
Supreme Court reversed both
But May 1965's, greatest ment on the whole issue of Civs,
According to Powell, "May or
directed
and
the
S.
U.
decision
Presto'
occurred
when
Rights
il
claim to history came from the
Wagner is not getting the pulse
to
the
Court
hear
District
leta
received
Johnson
dent
United States Senate for havof the masses from the group
ing invoked cloture and limit- ter maned by 331 Georgians ex- case.
he met."
told the DEFENEskridge
disagreement
"strong
pressing
ing debate on the Voting Rights
He declared that his opinions
ten-day
the
during
that
DER
taken
being
position
the
with
bill. This achievement was
were not his alone, but the feelpeople,
numerous
here,
trial
Governors."
Southern
by
made possible by increasing
in pen°. ings of J. Raymond Jones, often
disintegration of the Southern Sunday. May 16, six Southern described as experts
his rival in Harlem politics and
logy,
testified
against
allowing
in
and
met
Atlanta
Governors
leadership
bloc, and the united
now New York County DemoMuslims
the
other
and
Cooper
of
Department
the
criticized
Senate.
of both parties in the
cratic leader. With him were
Republican Minority Leader Health, Education and Welfare, right to practice their religion former Manhattan borough pref.- ,
prisons.
In
an
called
illegal
they
what
for
Demgave
Dirksen
M.
Everett
ident Milan Jack, current rotat- ,thAm CLAYTON POWELL
ocratic Majority Leader Mike expansion of the 1964 Civil He said also that many of ing chairman of the United
Mansfield full support and clo- Rights Act. Eight other South- them, including prison authori- Council of Harlem Organiza- not only stupid, it is irresponsie once again became history ern Governors supported them. ties from Leavenworth, Kan., tions; Assemblyman Mark T. ble because social change takes
t as it did last June on the A letter to the President sign- Philadelphia, Washington, D. Southall, Bishop Alvin A. Childs, place out of many and varied
it Rights Act.
ed by leaders of several church C., New Jersey, came from locality Mayor of Harlem; approaches."
In the week just passed, the and civic organizations of places where Muslims has James R. Lawson, as a "black Other concerned groups agree
Senate strengthened the Voting Georgia said in part: "Title VI never been declared a legiti- nationalist" representative and that Powell's suggestions "do
make sense."
bill in at least three areas - of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 mate religion.
Democratic District Leaders
(1) It adopted a declaration is clear. Your mandate, Mr. Jacko added that testimony George W. Miller, a Deputy Lithat the Constitutional right of President, is clear. Southern also revealed, that the banning
shmuirs.sioner, and Mrs. .
uopm
C
citizens of the United States to communities have had 10 years of the Holy Quran and news,Lceilnlisaen
vote is denied or abridged in to prepare themselves and their media which carried a regular The cleric-Congressman said
certain states by the require- people for compliance with the column by Muhammad was ment that a poll tax be paid as law. Protestations have a hol- hailed by these witnesses who
a condition to vote
low ring. The protestors speak feared the dissemination of in(2) It added a provision that not for your South, but for a formation with racial overwould enable voting applicants South that is dying.
tones to other inmates.
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. in states or counties that dis- "I urge you to stand firmly Acording to Jacko, on the
(NPI) - Mrs. Ruth Booker
criminated to go directly to against this assault which enother hand, Muslimism has
Daniels, the first Negro woman
Federal examiners instead of dangers the future of our chilbeen declared a bona fide relielected to head the Pennsylhaving to go first to local regis- dren."
VirC.
gion in Washirkton, D.
vania Association of Medical
trars;
In speaking of the Civil ginia, New York City and New
Record Librarians, presided at
(3) It agreed to give the At- Rights Act of 1964, American York state. These decisions
that group's annual convention.
A former Tr -State DEFENDtorney General power to as- citizens everywhere should be were referred to in Judge Aussign poll watchers to any elec- alerted to the fact that sex will tin's opinion.
ER newsboy was among the A graduate of Hampton Instiat Memphis State Uni- lute, Mrs. Daniels, who holds
tion under his jurisdiction.
seniors
be ruled out of the "Help Want- The memorandum
opinion
the
ut even with these improve- ed Columns" starting in July. handed down by Judge Austin versity to receive his bachelors a master's degree from
University of Pennsylvania, is
its, the Senate bill is st After such date, advertisers stated: "As religion is not a degree on Saturday, May 29.
He was Larry Blanchard, chief medical librarian at the
as strong as the one ap- won't be able to specify "fe- subject of knowledge, but only
hospital, Philadelproved by the House Judiciary male," even if they should need a matter of opinion, it is not son of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Bien- Veterans
phia. She lives in Yeadon, Pa.
Committee. The House voting a secretary... As-es:dell in the the function of this court to de- chard of 2190 Eldridge ave.
rights bill is better in at least new Civil Rights law makes it termine the merits of a alleged A mathematics major, Mr. Prior to being elected presieight ways:
illegal for any publication to religion, however, excellent, or Blanchard plans to enter the dent of the medical group, Mrs.
print that biological fact, and fanatical, or preposterous said U.S. Air Force in January and Daniels served as first and sec1. It outlaws the poll tax;
will atttend Officers Candidata-, ond vice president and as rethe
2. It is stronger than the Sen- makes it equally against
religion may seem."
School at Lackland AFB, Tex- cording secretary.
disto
employer
any
for
law
ate bill in providing direct ac"For present purposes, it is
t
basis
as. He plans to specialize in She also represented the local
the
on
only
not
criminate
cess to Federal examiners;
sufficient to say that, as con- meteorology,
group at international movenof race, color, and the rest of
3. It makes It harder for it, but on the basis of sex as sistently a found in a large
He is a graduate of Manes- tions in London and Edinburgh,
states to obtain exemption well. You will probably soon number of cases, the beliefs of sas High school and attended Scotland.
form the Act, by requiring, in see ads in the future which will the Muslims organization con- Ohio State university before re- Before joining the staff of
effect, a five-year period of read something like this: stitute a religion."
turning to Memphis State uni- Veterans hospital, Mrs. Dangood behavior;
"Help Wanted, Person; must The opinion also said that versity. Mr. Blanchard attend- leis worked in a similar poshof ed college as a Firestone scho- tion with the A.F. of L. Medical
4. It protects not only voting type and take shorthand. Pre- Cooper's request for a copy be iar.
center; the Community Genregistrants, but also Civil ferably one with long blonde the Holy Quran should
Rights workers who urge and hair, who uses lipstick, and granted.
The graduate had a paper eral hospital, Reading, Pa.;
aid 'registration;
feels more at home in a dress. Referring to evidence that route in the Hyde Park corn- Northern Westchester hospital,
5. it omits the provision in and is accustomed to going to inmates of the Joliet prison are munity, which he turned over Mt. Kisco, N. Y.; and MercyThey know that "old-fashioned" doesn't mean out of fashion. Good taste never goes out of style.
Douglas hospital.
the Senate bill that grants ex- the little boys' room marked usually permitted to write to to his younger brothers.
Like the smooth, rich, mellow taste of Old Taylor 86. Traditional? Yes! But so very modern. Try it.
Rev
the
to
married
is
She
be
certainly
will
This
."
and be visited by a minister of One brother, Neal Blanchard,
mption to states and counties 'ladies'
,The Old Taylor Distillery Co.,Frankfort and Louisville,Ky.i
Straight Bourbon Whiskey,86Proof,
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withsex
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their faith, Judge Austin said, is still serving customers on
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ONE OF THE FINEST NAMES IN FURNITURE!

Square footage at a premium at your house?
You can't possibly Jive with banquet-size dining
room furniture ell week long? We have what
you need ... Cellencia by Thomasville, classically simple, beautifully proportioned for the
smaller room, glowingly lovely in genuine cherry
'wood.
Oval Table 124 4 repor side chairs.

,7I v
•Exclusively DONALD'S In Memphis
OPEN STOCK...in beautiful pecan wood ...heather brown finish
We have this beautiful furniture in stock, all
\%Its%‘v•;:z, '
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•
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THIS OFFER GOOD ONLY AT
THE CLEVELAND STREET STORE

*
Beautiful fabrics in many color combine. Eons, foam zippered cushions. Match.
ing chairs available.

Previo
High S

In Ma

SCHOOL TEACHERS
This Offer Good For You With No
Payment until September 15, 1965,
Due to your Summer Vacation.

Italian Provincial
Genuine Cherry with beautiful frOweed fin;sh,
Double Dresser. Mirror and beautiful chair back bed.

405 N. CLEVELAND (Just South of Sears Crosstown)
Open Monday and Thofsd5y Nights
1!.M.—Saturday til 9 P.M.

SAVE 25%
Up to 3 Years to Pay

$14900
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FRENCH PROVINCIAL
Authentic Imported
Hai.ul Carved
French Provincial,
Cherry Wood and
Beautiful
Fruit Wood Finish

Hero's an elegant bedroom grouping ...Priced far less than you'd imagine:

This is Italian Provincial in superb fast* ... encnigh ornamentation to givr it an
air of elegance, but relying on simple lines end • natural cherrywood finish for its
real beauty and charm. Delicate. romantic, gracious .
with superb warmth in
oath conic piece. Touched with cherming antique brass pulls, this is the Italian
elegance you are seeking ...
•

99" Doobl• Dresser with watching Mirror toot shownl and Was.
Wet fell shut Poo*, led (fa altatwal •=. ONLY
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About 30 colleges will be offered in education, English and
literature, health and physical
education, music, philosophy
aid religion, natural science
and social science
Mrs. Margaret Bush-Williams,
registrar, will again serve as
director of the regular summer
school students, June 14-Aug. session.
6, Prof. John Whittaker, diWife Preservers
rector.
Science Institute, for high
school students talented in
science and mathematics.
June 14-July 23, Dr. Walter
W. Gibson, director.
Recreational Swimmi ng,
classes offered first five weeks
of Summer School.
Two sessions of the regular
Summer School will be offered
concurrently. There will be a If you crochet rugs from old nylons.
five-week session, June 11-17, tot Minn straight across into rings
and an eight-week session, June end link them togther. Saves Hem.
IN and th•edges curl naturally.
11-Aug. 7.

Mayor LeMoyne To Operate
Repeal Of Excise Tax Eleanor Houston To Detroit
Next Prexy Of .
1g re or a es
U. S. Mayors we Summer Projects
•

•

An 18-year-old LeMoyne colA busy summer is in store
coed, Miss Eleanor Kaye
ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — The for LeMoyne.
By Congressman George Grlder ever, the housewives and work- lege
and
Mr.
of
daughter
Houston,
The ladies got a big break ing girls gain most in legislanomination committee of the Five special projects will be
Earl Houston, 935 Leath,
in operation in addition to the
in legislation passed by the tion. Excise taxes on jewelry, Mrs.
United States mayors confer- regular summer program:
has been selected to participate
of Representatives last furs, cosmetics and handbags
in the "Junior Year in the
ence named Detroit Mayor
Audio-Visual Workshop, dewill be a thing of the past.
North" program at Wellesley
Jerome Cavanagh as vice presi- signed specifically for in-serIn fact, everybody benefited
College, Wellesley, Mass.
NECESSITY?
A
dent placing him in line for vice teachers, June 1-12, Mrs.
as excise taxes, originally levMiss Houston, who has just
Most of us think of the exthe presidency next year to Charles Roland, director.
ied as an emergency during
only to completed her sophomore work
applying
as
taxes
cise
Pre-Freshman Orientation
succeed Mayor Neal S. BlaisWorld War 11, were repealed.
at LeMoyne, and coeds from
laof
scores
but
items
luxury
program, for entering freshdell of Honolulu.
The Senate is expected to conme that their eight other predominently Neassured
have
dies
cur soon in order for some big
will men who fell below the reselection
Cavanagh's
and their lipsticks are gro colleges in the South will
score,
savings to start on July 1. The purses
give him two honors as head quired SAT admission
take part in the program iniluxuries.
necessities—not
tax cut totals 4.83 billion dolof top municipal officers organi- June 11-Aug. 6, Prof. John
by Wellesley two years
tiated
You can start now preparing
lars.
zations. Cavanagh Is slated to Paynter, director.
The Federal taxes on Pens. for a big evening out next New
become president of the Na- Humanities Seminar, f o r
tuition, board
Houston's
Miss
pencils, bowling and billiard Year's Eve. The House Ways and fees, approximately $2,500
tional League of Cities, former- academically talented high
equipment, matches, lighters, and Means Committee must for the year, will be paid by
ly the American Municipal Ascoin-operated amusement devi- have had the celebration in Wellesley and its Student Aid
sociation, in July.
meathe
into
ces, electric light bulbs — all mind, for it wrote
Society. She will enter WellesThe terms of office will overthe
for
sure a provision calling
will disappear shortly.
ley in September.
lap.
13.1:AN011 1101 StON
If you have a safe deposit Federal tax on cabaret bills and
UT
AT
SISTER
Next year's mayors conferbox at the bank, you will no admissions to expire at noon
lier sister, Miss Earline La- Englewood, a 1964 graduate of ence will be held in Dallas, the
longer have to pay Federal tax next December 31.
Vernia Houston, who was grad- LeMoyne, participated in the following year in Honolulu and
The only excise taxes that es- uated from LeMoyne last year
on the rent.
in Chicago in 1968.
NO NEED TO WAIT
caped the hatchet are those on with honor and with distinct- Wellesley program when it was
The nomination committee
mikAnd if you are planning to liquor and tobasso and those ion is completing her first year started in the fall of 1963.
Joseph M. Barr of
417y, a new car or an air con- designated for the Highway at University of Tennessee Med- SELECTED BY COLLEGE named
Pittsburgh to the executive
ditioner, there is no need in Trust Fund. These revenues — ical School. She was the first Students selected for the procommittee, replacing Cavanagh
waiting for Senate action in or- On such items as gasoline, die- Negro woman admitted by the gram are nominated by their
as chairman of the board.
der to save on excise tax cut. sel fuel, tread rubber, trucks UT med school and the first
colleges and then screened Mayors Merle E. Allen of
The repeal is made retroactive and buses—are earmarked to Negro in Memphis enrolled by own
to May 14, the day the Presi- finance the Interstate Highway the school as an entering by committees at Wellesley and Ogden, Utah, and Ilerman W.
the national office of the United Goldner of St. Petersburg, Fla.,
dent proposed this tax cut, and System and they remain in ef- fresh man.
moved up from the advisory
all the dealers are already fect.
Miss Eleanor Kaye Houston Negro College Fund.
passing the savings along.
I was happy to support this is an English major at LeMoyne Wellesley, a college for wo- board to the executive commitThe ten per cent tax on auto- legislation as were most of my and a 1963 graduate of Manas- olen, has enroll edNegroes since tee as trustees.
mobiles will be reduced gradu- colleagues — the bill passed, sas High School. Her father is 1880. The "JJunior Year in the
ally in five stages over the 401-6. My only worry is that a letter carrier and her mother, North" program was started afnext 43 months. The Federal Mrs. Grider may decide to Mrs. Ilelen N. Houston, teach- ter the late president Kennedy (A) Broad Starred
tax on telephone service will take advantage of these tax. er at Klondike Elementary called on northern educational
institutesto admit more Negroes, Yvonne De Carlo, Lily on
be ended in four steps over 31 savings by buying more of School.
Miss Geraldine Gray of 1171 especially those from the South. "The Munsters," was the first
months.
theqe "tax-free" items.
Automobile parts and accesHollywood actress to star
sories, television sets, refrigeabroad in a foreign language
rators, cameras, records and
film, the French-made "Castig
business machines will not be
taxed starting next year.
1Mne."
441;11
As I indicated earlier, how-

iztr.

AMERICUS, Ga. — (ANPI)
— Deep down in this jungle,
where many varieties of savagery have been heaped upon the
black masses simply because
they are naive enough to believe they are entitled to receive the same privileges of
voting rights, employment and
equal opportunity which whites
enjoy, one of the most disgusting displays of racial intolerance has taken place.
Two 15-year?old Negroes,
Robertina Freeman and Alex
Brown, have been sentenced to
Georgia Training School f o r
three years and six years respectively on a charge of fornication. Both teenagers have
been very active in the civil
hts movement.
Miss Freeman was one of
three girls to integrate the
previously all-white Americus
High School in the fall of 1964.
In May of 1965, she and Alex
Brown were pfcked up at Sunset Park in Americus by a
(ieorgia State policeman who
accused them el fornication.
The trooper stated: "1 shined
my light in the car and Alex
Brown was on top of her. He
looked up, turned his head and
just kept going."
Both teen-agers were taken
to Atlanta, to take a lie detector
test. Their denial of the charge
was confirmed by the test.
Nevertheless, they were sentenced at a closed door hearing
with their parents attending.
Judge James W. Smith presided. Robertina and Alex are
free on a bond which is good
for only 30 days.

ay

falls For Church
"War On Poverty
NEW YORK CITY — (ANPI)
— Senator Claiborne Pell of
Rhode Island has called for a
"war on spiritual poverty" in
a message to the 149th annual
meeting of the American Bible
Society here.
A society vice-president, who
was scheduled to act as master
of ceremonies at tite meeting
but was unable to attend because of a scheduled vote on
the Civil Rights Bill, wired the
group a telegram message in
which he said:

t

NEED MONEY?
.Solve Your Problems

Ifientence
Teen Civil
Righter

tut`o. ,

With a Small, Low Cost

Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
APPwsk,
Co.k Yo!
me.
G•i—
Payments
$ 500.00
$ 12.90
$11,000.00
$ 23.70
$1,500.00
$ 34.50
$2,000.00..... ..$ 45.50
$2,500.00
$ 56.20
$5,000.00
$11032

State Savings Bank
Dial JA 6-0637

EX-BOMBER HELPS PLAN TOURNEY
Former Heavyweight Champion Joe
Louis (center) was in Detroit past
week to help plan the 39th United
Golfers Association National Open
Golf Tournament which will be played there August 23-27. With Louis
are Kelly Sullivan (left), president
of the Detroit Amateur Golf Club,

ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

and Harry L. Knapp. Louis, who
was a runner-up in last year's UGA
Amateur Division, is honorary
chairman for the 1965 Tournament
which is expected to attract upwards
of 550 professional a n d amateur
golfers.

1. YOU WILL RECEIVE 5 POINTS FOR EACH.
PAPER SOLD OVER YOUR RASE

The Tri-State Defender monthly.

run in

COY

SELL THE MID-SOUTH'S
FASTEST GROWING WEEKLY...
WANTED
20 New Tri-State Defender Carriers
In Walker Homes Subdivision
10 New Tri-State Defender Newsboys
In Lakeview Garden Area

THE BASE PAY FOR NEWSBOY AND NEWSGIRL WILL BE
THE AMOUNT OF PAPERS SOLD AND PAID BY MAY 29th.

Pictures of the Top Three Salesman for the month will be

A. S. BARBORO, INC. 119 St. Paul Ave. Jackson 7-6818

BUILD A
PROFITABLE ROUTE
THAT WILL PAY YOU
CASH WEEKLY...

CONTEST CLOSES THE LAST WEEK OF EACH MONTH PRIZES WILL BE GIVEN AWAY EACH MONTH TO
THE TOP THREE SALESMAN

$10.00
8.00
6.00

Distributed by

Always insist on the one, the only, the original
CHAMPALE..."America's Largest.Selling Sparkling
Malt Liquor." •aavoicaroot snowy., Of N
.1.0real

GET INTO
BUSINESS
FOR
YOURSELF.

TRI-DEFENDER NEWSBOYS CONTEST
JUNE - JULY - AUGUST

1st PRIZE
2nd PRIZE
3rd PRIZE

CHAMPALE is like nothing else you ever tasted —
except champagne! Sparkles a meal, a moment, or
a midnight snack. Buy it wherever beer is sold.

1\17- 7EliarS

ANNOUNCING

Your Field Manager will explain
rules and regulations.

"America's Original Sparkling Malt Liquor"

"

72 MADISON

3. 10 POINTS FOR CUSTOMER LIST

Atty. Frank M. Summers of
East St. Louis, 111.. was elected lieutenant grand commander of the Supreme Council Of
Ancient and Accepted Scottish
Rite of Free Masonry, Prince
Hall Affiliation, at a meeting
held in Philadelphia. Summers
WWI recently appointed by
President Lyntion B. Johnson
as a consultant for the Agency
of International Development
and is a member of the President's Advisory Committee on
gokuusing and urban developWent in foreign countries.

Genuine
ChairnPale ....or nothing!

Be Wise! Choose

2. 5 POINTS FOR PROMPT PAYMENT

ON MASONIC COUNCIL

%NO

IN A FEW HOURS YOU CAN BUILD A SMALL BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN...
START TODAY
Fill in order blank b•low or call Ray A. Wicks
Circulation Mgr. at 526-5397

Your name

Address

Numbers of papers wanted

Phone number
Mail the above to the Tri-State Defender, Box 311, 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tenn.
It
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Gov. Romney To Speak Day Care Center
At Meharry Graduation Holds Open House
At St Andrew

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*****
•

NASHVILLE—Meharry Medi- Only two Tennesseans will recal College has 74 candiates for ceive degrees of doctor of meddegrees, certificates, and diplo- icine. They are Andrew J. Danmas at its 90th commencement cy, Jr., of Memphis and Miss
The 1965 graduating class of
exercises to be held next Mon- Marva Althea Jenkins of Chatthe St. Andrew Day Care Centtanooga.
day, June 14.
, The commencement address Other Tennesseeans in the er presented an open house rewill be delivered by Governor graduating class are Melvin cently and Mrs. E. Rivers, diGeorge Romney of Michigan. Wright of Brighton, who will rector of the school, led parThe former head of American receive a doctor of dental surMotors, Governor Romney has gery degree; Miss Annie Jean ents in the discussion: "Helpbeen a member of Meharry's Strain 'of Ashland City, who will ing Your Child Choose A 'Voboard of trustees for the past receive a certificate in Medi- cation."
cal technology, and Miss Sa- After the discussion,
two years.
parents
Dr. John Rustin of Atlanta, naomi Mason of Nashville, who
By ROSEMARIE TYLER BROOKS
will deliver the baccalaureate will get a diploma in dental viewed art work which was
done by their children. A tasty
Washington Correspondent
address on Sunday, June 13. technology.
repast, bought with the savings •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4
of the children for the enter- A major meeting took placelof waiting, Burroughs threatentainment of their parents, was n Mississippi recently, a meet- ed to withdraw its contract for
ng which could lead to an inte- one of the job camps. This
served buffet style.
ROTC queens at Virginia State College who
"Miss Second Battalion": Sadie Chavis,
grated party in the. state.
threat caused Otis Singleterry to
Some of the parents seen with Quietly, with the full support call Burroughs personally.
will be apples of the battalion's eye during
Petersburg, Va., "Miss ROTC"; Constance
their children were Mr. and of the Democratic National Com- Other smaller companies find
the coming school year are (from left),
Akers, Floyd, Va., "Miss First Battalion":,
Evelyn Byrd, Suffolk, Va., "Miss Pershing
and Judith Sugg, South Boston, Va., "Miss
Mrs. David Wright and their mittee, about 200 moderate themselves ignored while the
Rifles"; Shirley Cotten, Franklin, Va.,
Scabbard and Blade."
daughters, Yolanda and Chaim whites and middle-class Negroes major mules of industry seem to
Top Hat and Tails Club House field, Leavy Matthews, Fred dra; Mr. and Mrs. Desota Gil met in Jackson to discuss some get preferred treatment often
the
political
of
taking
direztly
their proposals
problems of the
was the setting for a very love- Sengstacke, Paula Thompson, more and son, Kelvin; Mrs
o the evaluation board. Protocol
ly teen-age birthday party which Beulah Childress, Russell War- Moresteen Gilmore, Kelvin's state.
High
on
their
agenda
was
a
requires proposals to be sent
Patricia and Harold Clark Jr.,
grandmother;
Mrs. Juliette
children of Mr. and Mrs. Har- ren, Freemon Gates, Regina Blair and daughter, Theresa matter dear to the heart of the first to the contract division.
Jr.,
Herndon
Gates,
James
President:
bringing
Mississippi
old Clark Sr., 1191 Cannon St.
The solution of these probThomas Malone, Paul Nelson, and Mrs. Ernestine Adams and back into the Democratic fold
on Friday, June 9.
lems could help Howard Univerdaughter, Kaye Yvonne.
by 1968.
It was a very beautiful oc- Thomas Nelson, Ronald Johnsity begin a local poverty procasion with the atmosphere of son, Bertram McClaren, Callie Others seen were Mrs. Ver- This group is bound to be the ject.
gie Leatherwood and daughter arget of both the white bigots
a semi-formal affair. The ra- Lewis.
diant young ladies were charm- Frank Lewis, Cathy William- Claudia Marie; Mrs. Faye a nd of the pioneers of the Mis- Major Memos: At least one
ing in their street-length party son, Patricia Gill, Larry John- Horne and daughter, Joyce; issippi Freedom Party, CORE, Negro Congressman is beginfrocks and the young men in son, Robert Johnson, Flora Ben- Mrs. Mary Sims, Joye's grand- a nil SNCC. State members for ning to admit he has staff prob- SMETW1CK, England — wick Flats — For Whiles Only.' housing list, which includes
debonair suits, as they went ham, Anna Carr, Shirley Lock- mother; Mrs. Juanita Clark either side will find represen- lems, i. e. A key member of (ANPI) — This is the story of In announcing that the flats more than 100 colored families.
through all of the latest dances ette, Jacqueline Watkins, Shar- and son Reginald; Mrs. Omie ation at the leadership lavol. his staff is really good messen- segtegation in Britain's m ost were for "whites only," the The "trouble" caused by tryto their favorite records with meen Caldwell, Derek Wagner, Harding and son Reginald;
Other such targets of political ger material but not much more race-conscious town — Smet- housing chief, Councilor Ernest ing to put colored people into
William Brodnax Jr. in charge Peyton Buford, Michael Mitch- Mrs. Clara Wilburn and daugh- ntegration by the national com- . .. White House staffer Hobart wick, the Tory-controlled Staf- Gould, chairman of the hous- the Price Street block referred
um, Robert Morris Jr., Harold ter Vickie; Rev. and Mrs. mittee are the other four South- Taylor took a well deserved va- fordshire town.
of the music.
ing management committee, to by Gould happened about
The pink and white color Woods, Glenda Taylor, Denise George and daughter Yvette; ern states that supported Gold- cation this week. The Hobart On May 5, a huge block of said:
four years ago. White tenants
Taylors and son, Hobart, Jr., council flats was opened for "I don't think it would be ii. that area staged a rent strive
scheme was reflected in the Sims.
and Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses Tru- water in the last campaign.
spent the week in St. Thomas as families from redevelopment wise to put colored people in and marched on the town hall
attractive birthday cake. A Karen Sanderlin, Ellis Riv- itt and sons, Eric and RoderOnce again, Rep. Adam C
guest of the Governor . • . area., but with the sign, 'Smet- multi-story flats for the time in protest after an Indian famil,y
well-appointed table was laden ers, Jerald Johnson, Roland ick.
Powell (D-N. Y.) will be in the
with canapes and hors 'doeuv- Bonds, Janice Owens, Muriel
meanwhile, Cyril King, governbeing," and added that colored moved into a flat.
"eye of the storm" in the Lindres, potato chips, corn chips, Curry, Melanie McWilliams, JoMayor. The ment secretary was Yon the ker now with Small Business families may be able to move "In a few years we may plit
race
for
say-Wagner
nuts and mints which was serv- seph Tate, Cathy Graham, Sam
mainland" for the Lt. Gover- Administration
as was to be ex- into new flats — there are to colored people into these new
big question is whether the nor's
ed with punch. Mrs. D. H. Heg- Nelson, Harvey Wilson, Samuel
Convention, held
in pected; SBA
shrewd Democrat will find it
Director Gene Fo- be six more blocks — when flats," Gould went on, "but at
ler assisted with the food ser- White, Sandra Pruitt, Etta Sue
antalizing to support a Repub- Charleston, S. C. As was to be ley is old friend of Clif Rucker's. Smetwick has achieved "satis- this stage we think it is unwise
vice. Assisting as chaperons Ish, Karen Chandler, Donell
expected, the convention went Meanwhile,
for them to f:ve in multi-purlican candidate for mayor.
Mr. Foley kicked factory integration."
were Burrell Clark Sr. and Sam- Mathews, Marcellus Ingram, Juon record in favor of the Dirk- up a big fuss
Already one national columnwith the New York The "whites only" rule at the pose flats with whites.
uel Johnson.
lian Jeffrey, Nelson Gregory,
sen amendment which fights politicos
ist close to the White House has
when he appointed a new 1,250,000 pounds (U.S. cur- "One of the main complaintla
Many lovely gifts were pre- Mark Siggers, Gregory Siggers,
the "one man one vote" ruling Negro
to direct the New York rency — about $2.86 to the against colored tenants is tht‘l
warned him not to, implying his
,
sented to the happy honorees Wendell Wooten, Rhonda Wooof the Supreme Court . . . An- field
office. The big protest pound) was his own idea, aim- smell from their cooking and
committee chairmanship could
by the guests who were: Deb- ten, Paulette Cummings, Ossie
other recent visitor to D. C. was came from Brooklyn Dems
ed
at
preventing
trouble,
Gould
their geoeral living standards.'
orah, Moss, Vicki Floyd, Lilli- Lewis, George Gossett and Mer- • PHILADELPHIA — (ANPI) e taken away. But is this legal
who
Mrs. Quarker, mother of Rep. claimed this
an Anderson. Carolyn Broom- lyn Moss.
was their patron- admits:-The council plans to put onp
a local, not
— Leland D. French, of Cleve- party discipline for
administrative assistant age plum. Somehow
Digg's
"I
haven't
discussed
it
with
or two colored families from re,the plum
national election?
land, was unanimously elected Best guess on the possible Dorothy Qnarker. The highlight had never been given to a Ne- my fellow - councilors, but I do darclopment areas
into maisoSovereign Grand Commander Powell-Lindsay merger is that of her visit in swanky southwest gro. ..
not expect any opposition," he nettes being built near the new
House visit . . . Newest authority on Africa is said.
flats. Rents for the new flats
at the Triennial Session of the it will be October before Powell was the White
Supreme Council of the Ancient, indicates his sine of the fence. Richard Fox, the "minority the former Mrs. Maida Spring- Insisting that "this is not a range from i pound 15 shillings
Accepted Scottish Rite of Free- Meanwhile, a fusion Democra- man" at the State Department er now married to Chicago's color bar," the councilor went to 2 pounds and 10 shillings.
masonry (Prince Hall Affilia- tic ticket with a Negro on the is slated for deputy administra- dashing James Kemp. Mrs. on to say that what ne was do- A leading opponent of rare
tor in the American Embassy in Kemp is an intimate with all the ing was "because
of the trou- discrimination, the Rev. DonGrants totaling $110,000 made , ginia, Northwestern Univer- tion) after the incumbent, ticket could keep Powell a DemMadrid; his replacement is a major and minor leaders in Af- ble we had in trying
to intro- ald Tytler, Rural Dean of Stnetto 95 Negro students to attend'sity, Seton Hall College of George W. Crawford, of New ocrat for this all-important race.
Tennessee native . . . Gordon rica and is recently from the duce colored people
into the wick, commenting on the report
medical school were announced Medicine, and the Universities Haven, Conn., retired f o r However, there is a hint that
Wright, a new Commerce De- field which makes her authority Price Street block of flats."
said, "As long as the council
Rep. John Lindsay (R.-N. Y.) is
by Dr. Franklin C. McLean, of California (San Francisco reasons of health.
Crawford was unanimously considering a Negro on his tic- partment man now detailed to he latest. A warm talented
The area "for whites only" carries out its obligations to re.
secretary and treasurer of Na- Medical
Center,
Minnesota
development
task
the job
force woman, she is most rated be- is a 15-story block of 90 flats in house anyone
elected Sovereign Grand Com- ket.
in reasonabi.! actional Medical
Fellowships, Pennsylvania.
headed by Dr. Andrew Brimmer cause she has never learned to Poplar Road, Smetwick. There commodations, I
think the plait
Inc., and professor emeritus, Thirty students receiving re- mander, emeritus.
While no one knows — maybe
are about 4,000 people on the is a fair one."
Department
of
Physiology, newals of previously granted Other elected officers were not even Powell— what the ... ex-commerce man Clif Ruc- be catty.
University of Chicago.
NATIONAL MEDICAL — voted into office without op- Harlem Congressman is going
to do, it would seem lady luck
This is the largest number of SLOAN FOUNDATION SCHO- position. They are:
awards made
by National LARSHIPS are attending the Frank M. Summers, E. St. is riding herd for him again.
Louis, Ill.. Lt. Grand Com- This would be an excellent time
Medical Fellowships, Inc. in medical schools of:
its 19-year history. The win- University of California at mander; Russell S. Gideon, for him to make a deal on those
ners of the 196.5-66 scholarships San Francisco (3), Harvard Seattle, Wash., Grand Minister exorbitant court fees that have
and grants-in-aid will study at University (2), Howard Uni- of State; Walter C. Beckett, plagued him since he called a
42 U.S. medical schools.
versity (2), Loma Linda Uni- Philadelphia, treasurer gen- spade a spade on the floor of
Commenting on this year's versity (2), Tufts University eral; A. Clarence Monroe, the Congress!
program, Dr. McLean said, 2), and Wayne State Univer- Philadelphia, Pa., secretary Yep! It looks like "the big A"
"The representation of Negroes sity (2), and one each at the general; Arthur D. Jewell, as New York's Howard students
in medicine is still far below University of Chicago, Colum- Washington, D. C., recording call him, will ride clear of many
their proportion in the popula- bia, Creighton, Duke, Einstein, secretary; Lee G. Warrick, of his problems. His performPhiladelphia, Pa., Cathedral
toin."
Emory, Johns Hopkins Jeffer- Secretary and William W. Gras- ance on 14B will be an added
though the President hasn't
"Whereas Negroes constitute son Medical College, Maryland, ty,
Chester, Pa., Grand Keeper plus,
MR. DAVID LAWHORN is a weekapproximately 10 per cent of Michigan, New York Univer- of Archives.
had a "heart to heart" with
the entire population of the sity, State University of New
Powell on 148 yet.
ly reader of the Tri-State DefenThis
group of 33rd degree Meanwhile, Rep. Roman PuUnited States, they are furnish- York (Downstate), North Caroder, and most of all he is pleased
ing approximately three per,lina, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Masons are of the Northern cinski (D.-111.) is causing a new
after reading the ad that was disJurisdiction which is composed Problem
for the chairman of the
cent of all the medical students, Syracuse, and Temple.
of 65 consistories in 21 Northplayed by Southern Motors, Inc.
Education and Labor Commitand somewhere between two Individual scholarships range
ern States, Alaska, Canada,
He is standing by the car he boutee. The higher education bill
and three per cent of all the from $1,000 to 01,900 to cover Labarador and Nassau
Bahamght from Southern Motors, a satisis still in committee because
physicians in the United States. tuition and additional assist- as Islands
fied customer.
Rep. Pucinski is fighting federWe are dedicated to an attempt ance, if needed. The students
The elections were conducted
to help reverse that trend."
will receive an average of by John G. Lewis, of Baton al scholarships, a long sought
Service, Quality, Courtesy, Mr.
for goal of Edith Green (DTen of the awards are the $5,000 for the four-year period, Rouge, La., sovereign
grand Ore.). Rep. Green, it is felt
Lawhorn highly recommend as to
prized four-year NATIONAL of study.
commander of the Southern
Southern Motors, Inc.
wants to have her name assocMEDICAL - SLOAN FOUNDA- This program of assisting Jurisdiction.
iated with federal scholarships,
TION SCHOLARSHIPS, made talented Negro students to start
while Rep. Pucinski feels more
to outstanding Negro students a medical education is financed
students can be aided with a
entering medical school. Be- by the Alfred P. Solan Foundaloan program.
ginning in September, these tion under a $380,000 program
The Illinois Democrat feels
students will study at Columbia administered by National Mediloans will meet the needs of the
University, Dartmouth
Col- cal Fellowships, Inc., 951 E.
increasing number of college
lege, Medical College of Vir- 58th St., Chicago.
students in the country 10 years
from now. His plan is to allow
private banking institutions to
put up the loans.
Much of the Green-Pucinski
fight is a collision of ego, but
MR. BOB SHORTS, courteous
the chairman, Adam C. Powell,
salesman who sold Mr. Lawhorn
HAMPTON INSTITUTE, Va. only says, "Something will be
his car, Is also a weekly reader
Dr. Nancy McGhee, profes- worked out."
of the Tr -State Defender, news
sor of English, and Dr. Horace Meanwhile some of the adminas to the Na? Cole story, Sans
priMelvin, professor chemistry, istration's economists say
Cooke murder, and other news
vately the loans which cater to
were awarded the Outstanding private interests is sounder fisstories that are carried in the Trt
Teacher Award by Dr. Jerome cally.
State Defender effectively, but
H. Holland, president of the Life is just one big chain in
can't be found in any other source,
the nation's capitol for the holdcollege.
but the Defender.
up of the higher education bill
This annual award recognizes
of 1965 may determine whether
outstanding achievement in the Detroit's Dr. Broadus Butler rearea of teaching, and carries mains as assistant to the Comwith a $500 award to be used missioner of Education, FranREADY FOR LIBERIAN TREK
cis Keppell, for higher educafor scholarly purposes.
At Tuskegee Institute befcre departing for her new assigntion projects.
ment at the Zorzor Rural Teacher Training Institute,
Dr. McGhee received a No word on the final results,
Liberia, West Africa, Miss George Ethelyn Dykes meets
bachelor of arts degree from but Dr. Butler had an earnest
with Dr. Finley T. McQueen (left), Chief of party, TuskeShaw University, a master of chat with Commissioner Keppel
gee-Liberia Project, and Dr. N.A. Wilson, director of instituarts degree from Columbia about the lack of funds for his
program; a lack because the bill
tional development. Miss Dykes, a native of Dallas, Texas
University, and a doctor of has not been reported out of
and an employee in the Dallas School System for more than
philosophy
degree
from
the
committee.
20 years, will serve as an educational advisor with primary
University of Chicago. In addi• An able educator who has
responsibility for the development of teaching aids and stuMR. JOE McMINN, also a weekly
tion, she has completed post done a yeoman's job at HEW,
reader of the Defender, Southern
dent teacher and supervision.
Dr. Butler is being wooed back
doctoral studies at the Univer
Motors, Inc. The used car manato Wayne State University by
ger also aware of the response
sity of London, England.
an attractive offer. His former
the TrI-State Defender delivers,
received
Dr.
a post with the university was
Melvin
LANCASTER, Pa. — (UN)
enhance the
aid welcomes their readers.
bachelor of arts degree from graduate officer for the college
Franklin and Marshall Colschool students
of liberal arts.
Fisk University, and master
lege announced it will enroll
or succeed in
Despite all its efforts, poverty
20 Negro high school pupils
and doctor of philosophy de general R.. Sargent Shriver is
from Mississippi in its preUniver- getting stuck in the muck and
Negroes, 10 boys anti trees from Iowa State
college enrichment program
mire of bureaucracy, state polisity.
this summer.
10 girls will be selected through
tics, and the White House need
honoring
the
reception
A
The project, carried out in applications made to the scholto push money into state offi
cooperation with the National arship service fund by pupils award recipients was held by cers.
Scholarships Service fund for completing their junior y e ar!Dr. and Mrs. Holland at the
An unfortunate case of this ocNegro students, wasintiated In high school.
cured when after many months
Mansion House.

English Housing Unit
Won't Accept Negroes

Masons
Elect
New Head

Negroes In Medicine

This Story Tells Of How The
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Reach The Target Of The Negro Market
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July-Born Drivers
Must Renew Licenses

SPORTS
HORIZON

The Tennessee Department ately.
of safety is now sending appli- And drivers who fail to get
cations for a new driver license an application for the renewal
of their driver license within
to all persons who must renew five days before their
birthday
their license in the month of are also advised to see their
July. The Department says the nearest driver examiner.
applications are now being The applications being sent
mailed to each driver 30 days by the Department have complete instructions on them.
before his birthday,
Drivers should read the instrucThe new Tennessee driver li- tions carefully, follow those
cense law goes into effect the instructions, then return the
first day of July. All Tennessee application to the Department
drivers must renew their li- of Safety at Nashville. A drivcense on their first birthday er license can only be sent to
after June 30, 1965, by mail, them after they return the
with the Department of Safety. completed application.
Drivers who have had no Drivers who fail to get an
cards or letters from the Safety application and renew their liDepartment during the past cense before their birthday
three months are urged to go face new examinations of their
to their nearest highway pa- eyes, their knowledge of the
trol driver examiner immedi- law, and their driving ability.

By BILL UTILk
—SWIM SIGNS MSU GRANT Johnson of the Press-Scimitar.
MSU REALLY LUCKY'
The whirlwind efforts to sign
Bobby Smith by over 150 col- We are sure that Smith can
leges came to an end last week contribute much to the univerwhen Coach Dean Ehlers an- sity and certainly help the Tinounced that the All-American gers in their quest for national
basketball star had signed a cage ranking. Mike Butler, angrant-in-aid to play for Mem- other All-American recruited
by State last year from Kingsphis State university.
Of course inking letters of in- bury, is a great pal of Smith.
tent is nothing new with the They have worked out togethversatile Melrose star. Smith er in the MSU Fieldhouse.
had previously agreed to terms Coach Ehlers, a model coach,
with Tennessee Tech on April who could win the confidence
15. The latter agreement caus- of most parents because of his
ed MSU to withdraw its offer genuine fatherly approach, won
but as we predicted, you didn't the support of those who could
hear the last of that signing. help sell Smith on Memphis
fin All the while it was believed State.
"
(that Bobby wanted to attend On the dim side of the ledger
Memphis State, it was just a MSU's reluctance to come formatter of whether MSU sup- ward to show interest in sepia!
porters would match the inter- talent before now causes many '
est shown by the recruiters of of their would be rooters to,
some of the leading schools in pull for the visitors and hope
the nation,
the worst for the Tigers. This
On the other hand MSU had!was especially hot talk when it
monopoly
a situation
working was learned that as long as COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER — Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr., (left) Commencement speaker at Tuskegee Institute
for them. The 19-year-old Billy 'Spook" Murphy was the
Smith is married and the fa- head football coach, chances on May 31, and Tuskegee President I.. II. Foster lead the
ther of a young baby. By ac- of Negroes being recruited for academic procession preceding the Commencement Exer'tenting the MSU offer every- the gridiron were very slim. cise. Dr. King said in his address, "A moral and spiritual
one concerned knew that he Coach Ethers has expressed his
could be near his family, a" desire or readiness to use ebobout a five minutes ride to the fly stars even when he had to
say it off the record.
Southern Avenue campus.
Recruiting is big business It's inevitable that in time
knows
Ehlers
and even Coach
we will see football players of
that you can't really be sure color at MSU, however, the
forhe
until
prospect
of a hot
timetable might be stepped up , The Kingsbury Falcons, bless-,bay, despite a spell of wildness,
mally enrolls at your school. when Smith starts to bring in ed with a pair of top flight :Carver hung on
for a 5-4 victo
construed
be
to
not
This is
honors with the basketball Ti- pitchers, allowed only one run tory.
scorMelrose
6-5
the
that
mean
gers and the likes of talent that
against
ing wizard who sent over 3,000 got away in the persons of while defeating Jackson and ! Carver's
chances
the
through
swishing
• Points
Charles Paulk, Richard and Carver to nail down the West Kingsbury, a 3-1 first round
hoops might change his mind Ezell Jones, come back to Tennessee Regional prep base- winner over Jackson,
depended
ball championship last week at
again. It merely states the un- haunt the Tigers.
heavily on its pitching. As it
Fairgrounds.
the
predictability of human nature.
IRISH INKS HURD
elimination tour- was, pitching was also KingsMemphis State can send out
As expected Manassas track In the single
thanks to many who wanted to star William Hurd accented a ney final game an overflow bury's strong suit. After two
see Smith become the first to scholarship to attend Notre crowd of 3,500 watched crafty scoreless frames the Cobras'
break the athletic racial bar- Dame at South Bend, Indiana, southpaw Brantley Jones set twirling busted at the seams
rier at MSC and thus used all last week to climax the signing Carver down on three hits to yielding seven runs to the Falcons before Ken Samuels could
their influence in getting the
7-0 shutout,
of two of the Prep League's post a neat
Melrose four sports star to cast most heralded stars in quite a Kingsbury moves on to the come to the rescue of Bob
!Jones. This was the game's only
his lot with the Tigers.
spell. Hurd differs from Smith state tournament where play
Some even worked on Bobby in as much as he is a self-made commenced Monday of this scoring.
'psychologically by using their
A THREE-HITTER
star who thrives on hard work. week in Nashville at Tennessee
positions in the mass communi- "He is not a sprinter he has Preparatory School.
The other Jones, Brantley of
cation field to bring pressure to too much lateral movement,"
The Negro Prep League was the victors, breezed to his third
bear. WREC sportscaster Harv one track observer pointed out, ahooting for its second title in playoff win. The junior portsidStegman stated on one of his "He spends himself jumping
as many outings since being al- er had previously goose-egged
shows, that "Smith would be
the hurdles rather than run- lowed for the first time to par- Catholic in a pair of district
making a big mistake not to ning them in stride", another
ticipate in baseball as affiliate victories and came in to strike
intend his home university." critic was quick to observe.
members of the Tennessee out the side in the seventh aThe easy going Smith, who realThese were typical comments Secondary Schools Athletic As- gainst Jackson to save the
ly had to withstand a last min- about the form of Hurd. The
sociation. Melrose won the re- game for Allie Prescott. Jones
ute barrage of offers as the ironic thing is they were mostgional and state crowns in gave up a mcasley three hits
May 19th letter of intent dead- ly right that the mathematics
to Carver, a single and a pair
track this year.
line neared, also was the sub- scholar was going against the
of two baggers.
Carver had to scramble to
ict of favorable articles writbook in running his events.
game a- Centerfielder Larry Steventen by local scribes, Charles But you can't beat success, get to the showdown
son got a standing ovation afgainst Kingsbury.
Cavagnaro, Commercial Apand gradually Hurd became alter he made a diving catch to
REGAIN LEAD
peal; Buck Patton and Bob
most unbeatable in the 100away an choke off a Kingsbury threat
wasted
Cobras
The
yard dash and the low hurdles.
late in the game. The large
early lead against Whitehaven
The mild-mannered star reachshort end of turnout that witnessed the twothe
on
were
and
ed the zenith of his career
day affair also applauded the
3-2 score after the County
when he ran a :9.3 century to a
Rafnson efforts of Carver secondbaseJoe
champs'
League
tie a national high school recman Carl Brumley. Brumley,
socked a three run homer in
ord held by the great Jesse
-foot poke was not quite as tall as a 36-inch
365
The
fifth.
the
Owens, et al. Willie Dawson of
hat and outweighed by most
off Gentry Delaney. Mike
Melrose beat him for the first hit
dropped jockeys, asked for and gave no
Whitehaven
of
Smith
• RICHMOND, Ind.—With Dr. time in the 100 in the state
against his much lara fly ball in the bottom of the quarters
Stanley Hall presiding over the meet in May.
making a long run ger opponents.
after
inning
He was also second in the
festivities, 96 athletes were honfrom his centerfield position.
oted at the annual Earlham 220 and low hurdles. Many lads
two runs
College Spring Sports Banquet would consider such an endea- The miscue let in
again.
here Thursday night. Seniors vor a fine showing but for 'Turd to give Carver the lead
"Razorback"
Cliff Dummett (Tuskegee, Ala.) it was his worst performance With reliever Bob
Jones holding the Tigers at
KM Rick Carter (Kettering, of the track campaign.
Ohio) shared the spotlight at
the affair, during which 63 letters were awarded to members
ni the baseball, golf, tennis,!
track, and volleyball squads. '
Tom Marvel presented Dumett with the David C. Marvel
If you are clean and tired of high rates
award, given every year to the
If you have lost your license
outstanding track athlete. Dumniett led the squad in scoring
If you are about to loose your license
and was Little State champion
in the 100 and 220, as well as
If you need an SR -22 filing at once
Big State champ in the 100.
If you have under age 25 problems
Carter was awarded the
George Van Dyke Award, givIf you need free help, advice, quick
en annually to the athlete who
Contributes most to Earlham
and efficient service, call Now!!
athletics during the entire
948-7175 or 948-7776
quarschool year. Carter was
terback of Earlham's fine football team, a "pinch-hitting"
guard on the basketball squad,

3,500 See Kingsbury
Defeat Carver 7-0

n

it

Honor Athletes
At Earlham
Sports Banquet

Trenton

lag constitutes modern man's chief dilemma." Growing out
of this moral spiriteal lag, Dr. King cited the "evil of racial injustice, the eta of poverty and the evil ofwar" as
the three problems facing man.
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By Alan Mayer

News

VACATIONS
The concert was enjoyed by
Mrs. Willie Barnett left last those in attendance.
week for St. Louis, Mo., to
MEN'S DAY
spend several months with her First Baptist of Trenton obMrs.
daughter,
Stringfellow.
served Men's Day last Sunday
Mrs. Maple Williams is glad to climax a week of activities
to be home to relax after spend- leading up to the observance.
ing several weeks under medical Prof. T. R. Hartsfield, princi.
supervision in Chicago.
pal of Polk-Clark High School,
Mrs. Polly Jordan and little Milan, Tenn., was the guest
Dyrell Harrell commuted to St. speaker.
Louis last weekend to visit her Morning Star Baptist of Humdaughter, Mrs. James Bryant boldt, Beech Grove Baptist of
Jr.
Rutherford and Friendship BapACCIDENT
tist of Gibson Wells were visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Elam log churches that took part a.
were involved in a serious traf- long with Revs. John Mathis,
fic accident last weekend in Robert Emery and J. L. John.
sight of their home. .Mrs. Elam son from those churches.
was hospitalized but Mr. Elam Other churches participating
escaped any serious injuries. were, Mt. Orange, Oak Grove,
Fairview, Spring Hill, and Sa.
The vehicle was a total loss.
MUSICAL TREAT
Paul Baptist Churches and MarThe Trenton Silvertones, tin Tabernacle CME Church.
Southern Echoes of Memphis, Rev. A. II. Rice is pastor of
and the Blue Heaven Singers of First Baptist. Ivory Powell was
Rutherford presented a musical the chairman of Men's Day acprogram at Rosenwald High tivities and ease Easley served
school auditorium last Sunday. as chairman of music.
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TO CHOOSE FROM
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SOUTHERN MOTORS, INC.
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rectory-approved worraeoty availably ONLY
front your Cadillao dealer.
JA 7.411.0
$41 Union

•• • *7 •een.•

•

AUTO LIABILITY - COLLISION
FIRE And HOSPITAL INSURANCE

ADKINS INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE CO.
Memphis, Tenn.
988 Miss Blvd.

By FRANK WATSON
Central Press Sports Writer
QUESTIONS
1—Who won the Cy Young
Award last year?
, 2—Who Is Charlie Ward?
3—Who Is Art Stratton?
THIS h a r dHOOKE?
hitting out, fielder for the
, Senators,
Browns and
Tigers had a
.316 average for
17 years in Majors. His single
In the 1 9 3 5
World Series
won for Tigers.
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DOG RACING AT ITS BEST

1965 Season Opens

FRIDAY, JUNE 18
Who puts
true cherry flavor
in vodka?
DARK CYCS

that's who!
And own and hme and
grape and lemon and mint
too ... each added to the
worlsrs finest vodka. lust
pour over rot, add a mixer
if you wish, and enjoy.

DARK EYES FRUIT FLAVORED
VODKA
1::=4,747U4l,"0.3".ggIV, Sn

10 BIG PAYING

PERFECTAS
On.,

summer home of champions

With Every Rocs Starting With Th• Second!

. JUNE 18 th THROUGH OCT.12th

FIRST RACE 8:00 P.M.
,

DAILY DOUBLE

INTERSTATE455 WEST MEMPHIS ARK.
Air conditioned. or your comfort

C. I. UPTON, Pres.

DEFENDER

BLOCK CAPTAINS — Volunteer block captains of the City
Beautiful Commission are seen gathering before the parade
In North Memphis. From left are Mrs. Sarah Matthew,

GENERAL

Mrs. Rosie Miller, Mrs. Lucille Price, Mathew Dana,
Mrs. Alonzo Sin.mens, Hilliard Pride and Mrs. Miriene
Hall. Mrs. hall is chairman of the block captains.

SATURDAY, JUNE 12, 1965

PARADING FOR CLEANLINESS — These enthusiastic
boys were intent upon leading the parade of more than
800 through the streets of North Memphis In behalf of the

"Clean Up North Memphis" campaign sponsored by the
City Beautiful Commission. Commissioner Pete Sisson has
called for such demonstrations in all parts of the city.

fe,J

800 Youngsters March Memphian Gets !NOTICE
NEWSBOYS
Her
Degree
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivere
In 'Clean-Up' Parade
d
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR
From Hampton
THOSE

More than 800 boys and girls.iful Commissioner to be responsand their parents marched ible for the clean-up programs
HAMPTON INSTITUTE, Va.
SCHOOL ITEMS
through the streets of North in every area.
— Miss Annette V. Ivory of Fill in
the
order
blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
Memphis last week in behalf of "The North Memphis Im- Memphis,
Tenn., was among
a "Clean Up North Memphis" provement Club has done a won- the 279 seniors to reteive
bachcampaign sponsored by the City derful job and I would like to elor's degrees
in the largest
YOUR NAME
Beautiful Commission.
Mother's name
see such a demonstration for graduating class in the history
Led by the marching band of beautification in every com- of Hampton Institute last week.
Address
Manassas High School, the youth munity in our city," Commis- The guest speaker was Dr.
Number of papers wanted weekly
carried signs urging residents sioner Sisson said.
Ralph Bunche, undersecretary
Phone number
of the neighborhood to Clean-up The parade was composed of of the United Nations.
Paint-up, and Fix-up.
students at New Chicago school Directing his remarks to the
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis,
The idea for such community where Mrs. Anne Shafer, chair- graduates, Dr. Bunche told
Tennesee
participation groups came from man of the City Beautiful Com- them that the most rewarding
Commissioner Pete Sisson of mission, and Mrs. Lloyd Stern, investment for the future is an
the Department of Public Works chairman of the area, spoke to education, and that his success
who has assigned a City Beauti- the paraders.
as a career diplomat could be
-----'attributed to his educational
FACTORY
background,
NUNN II II NIB II II •1111111••
which includes a
•• •
AUTHORIZED
doctor of philosophy degree in
SERVICE
international relations from
HOME FOR SALE 'Apts.
Harvard.
CADILLAC 1951
FOR RN?
Degrees were awarded to the
BEAUTIFUL MARIANNA ST.
Newly Decorated A pa rt merit
4 DOOR SEDAN
.graduates by the president of
1066 South Bellevue
3 B. R. Brick, especially for exAcross
•
Power
Steering — Brakes
future branch of Union
the college, Dr. Jerome H. Holecutive cr professional people; Planter from
Bank.
Separate
ent. nce.
• Good Condition
double oat port, floor finance beat. No
•IIIMIEN• II U• M• U ••• II U Iland.
• IN II
Palace inside, paradise outside. DOM.
en.
• Good Tires
THE ROYAL SOPHIST1- 1965. He taught Mathematics beDouble carport, stone gar., im$50 elonth
• Price $350.
Call 1179-1178
ported shrubs .Wall-to-wall crpt.
CATES SOCIAL CLUB would fore he joined the Army
in 1918.
MU 3-6822
Air cond., V. B. Many other fealike to make the following ex- Requiem mass was held
at 6:30
For sale or reap Dodge Car for Dia•
pressions in behalf of their fel- p. m. at St. Augustine Catholic
mood or what have you, the value. — tures too numerous to mention.
398-4618
LONGVIEW HEIGHTS
Must be seen to apprec. By appt.
ow member, Mrs. C. White, Church with Father Theodore
$1960 Super 88 Oldsmobile 4-0 Sedan only. Reduced
DARLING HOUSE
whose father died recently.
for quick sale.
Weiser officiating. He was burFull power, air-cond., on* owner
W. C. HALEY, SR. 386-3182
• 3 BEDROOMS •
Call 397-1647
"All of us join Mrs. C. White ied at National Cemetery, May
Surety Realty Co. 386-9911
• DEN •
n the mourning of her beloved 21, 1965.
HOME FOR SALE
UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
Modern. Eat in kitchen. Plus
L.
father, Thomas Andrew Mc- "We would like to say to
Mrs. f
:ar port. $450 down; include
NEAR GRADE, JUNIOR
LONGVIEW HEIGHTS
Junkins. Those who knew him White: You are blessed
NO MONEY DOWN
to have _ DUNKIRK, France — (UPI)
& HIGH SCHOOLS
831 Alice, 2 B. R. Brick, large closing cost. Approximation,
fowsd him to be wise and inspir- had such a wonderful
British and French troops
father and
CITY BUS BY DOOR
gar., tile bath, sep. living and $72 month note.
big. He was well liked by the to have known him. Be
like him, paraded through this Channel
dining
rms., wall to wall crpt., • Shown By Appointment •
LOVELY
3
1 264 GETWELL I Open Nites 'Tit 9 I 4556 SUMMER
Mississippians and Tennessee- a strong soldier, with wisdom, port in ceremonies climaxing
floor
FIELDSTON
furnace
E
HOMES
heat. $9,850 with Call Mrs. Battier Martenn,
anS
Phone FA 3-11 7112 BIG LOCATIONS!Phone MU 2-4611
understanding and integrity. the 25th anniversary of the 2093 LARAMIE — 3 BEDROOMS. FHA
low
down
payment. Seen 118 6618. Hrs. Lealo Hendon
Mr. McJunkins was born Jan- That is what he would
18 FT. KITCHEN, CARPETED LIV(broker), 1529 Madison Ave.
have "miracle" evacuation f rom ING
.5 DINING ROOMS, CERAMIC by appointment only. 946-5361.
uary 1, 1880 and died May 16, wanted of you."
Dunkirk in 1940.
TILE BATH, FENCED, ONLY $400
HOUSE FOR SALE
DOWN.
FHA.
SEE
Also taking part in the festivi- 2102 LARAMIE THIS.
— 6 ROOMS, LIV1957 DELMAR
ties were a United States army ING ROOM .5 DINING 120031 CARTwo bedrooms, living room and
CERAMIC
TILE
BATH.
band from the base at Orleans, PETED,
NEW 15 YR. GUARANTEED ROOF.
dining room combination.
lip
ranee, and a Belgian navy AIR CONDITIONER TOO.
LEAVING STATE. THIS IS A GOOD 30 pews. PEWS FOR BALE
$250 DOWN, F.H.A.
12 foot in length.
band.
BUY.
308-5536 or 308-6610
$1 G.I., PLUS CLOSING
Saturday was "French Day",
2027
— TRY TO MATCH
Mr. James Jones, GL 2-5273
dedicated in particular to the THIS LARAMIE
2 BEDROOMS. 161
/
2 FT. LIVMID TOWN REALTY, 452-3146
ING ROOM Is DINING ROOM CARFrench soldiers who died while PETED,
VENTAHOOD
KITCHEN.
HOUSE FOR SALE
helping to hold off the encircling CERAMIC TILE BATH. PLUS A 20
Lakeview Gardens
x 30 FOOT GARAGE WITH 9 x 20
Beautiful three bedroom brick, living
Germans from the Dunkirk WORKSHOP,
PRINTERS WANTED and
LOVELY
LAUNDRY
dining room combination, fireBATH. OWNER WILL
beaches. It followed the special ROOM Sr
place, one and a half bath. eat In
(Male and Female)
EQUITY
FOR
51.200. OR
kitchen, all electric. Large closets,
British celebration which was SELL
LOW DOWN PAYMENT.
iouble carport. FHA appraisal, GI or
Linotype
operators,
proof- FHA
shared by 50 of the "little boats"
loan. Cali Mr. George C. Willreaders and floormen. Only exTHESE HOMES SHOWN
- 398-5173 or 327-2086 —
which rescued more than 380,000
irentral air-conditioned and heating.
perienced
personnel
BY
APPOINTM
should apENT
douthhuid Realty lb.
troops from the beaches under
ply. Write, Personnel Dept. c-o
JUST CALL 386-3738
bombing and shellfire.
1003 RAMONA, SPRINGDALE
Chicago Defender, 2400
F. L. SNELLINGS
S. area. Early American brick,
LUCILLE SERE REALTY CO. Michigan Ave., Chicago :;0616, painted light green,
white trim,
1247 EVERGREEN - 274-5809 Illinois.
black shutters, boxwood shrubMember American Real Estate
bery. 3 B. R., tile bath. FHA,
CAN YOU USE
Assn.
911,775 with $375 down or asVOC ARE wri.comr,
sense loan for $1,600. Open for
MORE
TO VISIT AND INSPECT THESE
inspection. BR 5-4296.
BEAUTIFUL WELL CONSTRUCTED

HOME SERVICE

lassified Ads. . •

Autos For Sale

DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL JUNE 15, 1965

For Rent

CLUB NOTES

Floor Models Reduced
s100°°

Celebrate 20th
Year Of Dunkirk

Houses For Sale

Furn. For Sale

CHIP BARWICK CHEVROLET
740 UNION

Help Wanted

AVENUE
527-2664

USED CAR DEPT.

SPECIAL THIS WEEK ONLY

1959 PLYMOUTH

$695

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

Station Wagon V-8, Automatic, Radio, Air Condition,
Good Tires White Wall, Heater

1965 CORVAIR
1965 MUSTANG
1961 CHEV.
1964 CHEVROLET
1963 KARMAN

AL CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS

2 to Choose From, Both areMonza's, One 4 Door,
Ode
Two Door, Still In Factory Warranty.
V-8, 4 Speed, T,Lansm., 2 Dr., Hard Top
Impala, 4 Door, Hard Top, Radio, Heater,
W.W. Tires
Factory-Air, Power Stern, Fine Quality.
Impala 2 Door Hardtop, V-8, Automatic
Transmission.
(4 to Choose From)
Chia Convertible, V-Wagon Low Miles,
Like New 4-speed
Transm.

$2495
s2255
s1495
s2195
s1595

$395

6 Cylinder, Straight Transm., Nearly New
Tires, Good Sound Transportation,

1951 CHEVROLET
•

s595

9 Passenger, Station Wagon, 6
Cylinder
Automatic Transm, Good General
Condition, Through Out,

1959 OLDS.

$495

Sedan, Radio, Heater, White Wall Tires.
Extra Fine Transportation, With a
Big Car Ride, Only.

1958 STUDEBAKER

s235

Station Wagon, V-8, Automatic, 25 Miles
Per Gallon, Good Condition, 6 Cyl.,
Standard Shift.

$595

1955 CHEVROLET
2 Door Hardtop, Y-8,
Condition.

Automatic, Excellent

1954 CHEVROLET

Don't sutler agony.In seciaMs get
wow
Stoat I. edth ORA-JEL. Spomareillall•
formula puts it to wort Instantly tis stop throbbing
toothache pain.so safe doetors recommend It for
teething

ra

•

°

'

Alt Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.

WILL GLADLY SHOW YOU ANY
TIME YOU WISH — JUST CALL
F. L. SNELLINGS
386-3738
1890 S. ORLEANS—CORNER ALTDA
Lovely corner opposite Jr. Hi. Llvingroom. eat-in kitchen. 4 bedrooms
ii partly paneled). Suitable for Den
or Dining Room. Close to schools 3r
bus.
2027 LARA MIE
FIELDSTONE
—
Lovely 2 bed ream plastered home.
20x30 garage with
bath, laundry
room. 6520 workshop. Buy this low
equity.
2093 LARAMTE
FIELDSTONE
A lovely 3 bedroom Plastered home
with 18 foot kitchen you will be proud
to own.

$395

LONGVIEW HEIGHTS
2 bedroom brick. enclosed back porch,
newly decorated inside and out. filtrate, nice lot. $11.500. FHA $450.
I nclud ee All. Mrs. Barbera Martins.
398.641*; Loots Herndon. Rroker -276-4426
1329 Madison

236 South Wellington
Post Office lox 311
We will bo happy to
publish it for yaw
"Free Of Any
charges.
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TERMITES -ROACHES
WATER RUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU AU
EMBARRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033

FFICE

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 St 178 BEAL STREET IA 6-5300

•
p1
C.
of

LOAN OFFICE
EPST112-1114-11
EIN . BEALE
ST. ,

BONDS
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u
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EXTERMINATING CO.

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

Buy U.S.

sero,
v

Special Services

ATHAN'S
LOAN

N

aA r :
o
Negro

For Sale by Ostler. Choice Location
3 Bedrooms Fieldstone Home. Larger
Corner Lot. Fenced back Yard. Corns
is. anytime. 792 E. McKellar
9464532

PART TIME MAID

Cathedral City Calif.

Stories To The

Tri-State
. Defender

Salesmen
an
saleswoman
wanted to sell retail advertising in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent atd 30
per cent cortract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tem

2102 LARAMIE
--- FIELDSTONE
Call After 5:30 P.M.
6 room plastered home plus air condiJIM, 275-9676
tioner. On bus line. Buy 0. I. or F.
FLA. LOW D.P.
SPA RE TIME EA HNINGS SEWING
Olt TV PICAS. W BATE TO Si/X HMI.
AGENT AT rrryst: HONES
WINfilroN SALEM, NC. ICNCIAME
SUNDAY 3:00 — 6:00
IOTA Mi
.
/Z0 lial.F.A101HILIISKI/
COME IN AND SEE THEM
ELOPE OR 10e COIN FOR REPLY
V. L. fINELIANGS
390-3736 Light assembly
work to do at
LUCILLE SF,R1F. REALTY COMPA NT
1247 N. lt,
274-5509 home. Crestline Co. 68 421 Com,,vwm
Mom. Amer. Real Estate Assn
mercial.

Moll In Your Mews

6 Cylinder, Straight Transmission, One
Owner. See to Believe.

DEAL WITH RELIABLE PEOPLE IN CELEBR
ATION OF OUR
48 YEARS SERVING THE PEOPLE OF
MEMPHIS. IN THE
MONTH OF JUNE WE ARE GIVING ONE YEAR'S FREE—
GREASING AND OIL CHANGE-WITH EACH
PURCHASE.

TOOTHACHE

NOTICE!

CHEAP TRANSPORTATION
1955 CHEVROLET

- WHIR, FOLKS !JAI 01,
CifT perff..INII Al
tier:',

LONGVIEW HEIGHTS HOMES.

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

Job:

.

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450

to
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ti
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